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Berryessa BART sparks transit village plans at flea market 
George Avalos 

San Jose Mercury News 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/17/bart-berryessa-sparks-transit-village-plans-flea-market-google/


The future Berryessa BART station in San Jose has sparked plans for a full-fledged transit 

village where 10,000 or more office workers could be employed and walk, bicycle, or speed to 

their jobs on the rapid-transit line. 

 

Office towers, a grocery store, restaurants, shops and thousands of homes are being planned next 

to the BART Berryessa station in northeast San Jose, as part of the Market Park San Jose transit 

village that is beginning to rise at the Berryessa Flea Market site. 

 

Market Park could foreshadow a vast transit village that’s being planned by Google and its 

development partner, Trammell Crow, near downtown San Jose’s Diridon Station and the SAP 

Center. The Berryessa complex also offers fresh evidence that a growing number of transit 

villages could sprout adjacent to some existing and future transit hubs around the Bay Area. 

 

The most recent transaction to push forward the transit village effort was the purchase by 

Western National Group of 6.5 acres from Berryessa Properties, the realty firm controlled by the 

owners of the flea market, said Ralph Borelli, chairman of realty firm Borelli Investment, which 

arranged the property deal. The flea market land is being sold off in chunks, and the operation is 

expected to eventually be shifted to another site in San Jose, such as the Santa Clara County 

Fairgrounds. 

 

“The goal is a transit-oriented development at Berryessa,” Borelli said. “When you add it all up, 

there will be 3,500 housing units, retail, a grocery store, and a couple million square feet of 

offices at the BART station, with connections to the Coyote Creek trail.” 

 

The BART Berryessa station is due to open by year’s end near the corner of Berryessa Road and 

Lundy Avenue. When it begins operating, people who use that station would be a one-hour train 

ride away from San Francisco’s Financial District. 

“We look forward to creating a vibrant, pedestrian-centric urban village by leveraging the 

Berryessa BART station to spur private investment in retail, housing and office development 

surrounding the station,” San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo said. 

 

Five office towers of 10 or 12 stories are being planned in a strip along the BART tracks south of 

Berryessa Road. The offices would total 1.5 million to 2 million square feet. About 7,500 to 

11,000 people could work in the Berryessa village with direct links to communities as far away 

as Pleasanton, Oakland, San Francisco and Pittsburg. 

 

“We hope there is a big corporate user out there that recognizes what we are accomplishing 

here,” Borelli said. “The offices are an exciting new element.” 

 

The office buildings wouldn’t be constructed on a speculative basis without pre-committed 

corporate occupants, he said. 

 

“We would offer to do a build-to-suit if we got a company that wanted to take one or more of the 

five office buildings,” Borelli said. 

 



Mayor Liccardo and city staffers urged the property owners and Borelli to craft a major office 

component as part of the project. 

 

“The BART sites are precious,” said Stephen Levy, director of the Palo Alto-based Center for 

Continuing Study of the California Economy. “Transit villages are what’s happening.” 
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Bridge Toll, BART Funding 
KPIX, Channel 5 
CBS  
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Proposed hike in Bay Area bridge tolls to pay for $4.2 billion in transportation 

upgrades 
Guy Kovner 

The Press Democrat    

Bay Area voters may get the chance next year to boost bridge tolls by as much as $3 to pay for 

more than $4 billion in regional transportation projects, including $580 million earmarked for 

Sonoma and Marin counties. 

 

The potential funding would contribute to fixes for some of the North Bay’s most vexing 

roadway problems, including the Highway 101 Narrows in Novato and flood-prone stretches of 

Highway 37 across the top of San Pablo Bay. 

 

The SMART commuter train also would get much of the money needed to extend service to 

Windsor under the spending plan fashioned by state lawmakers this week. 

 

A majority of voters in all nine Bay Area counties would have to approve toll hikes on seven 

state-owned bridges — excluding the local district-owned Golden Gate Bridge — in order to 

generate funding for $4.2 billion in regional transportation projects. 

 

North Bay counties would get 14 percent of the total revenue. BART would get the biggest 

chunk of funding at nearly $1 billion. 

 

The funding plan is incorporated in Senate Bill 595, awaiting action by the state Senate and 

Assembly. If ratified and signed by Gov. Jerry Brown, the bill would set a vote in June or 

November 2018 on the proposed bridge toll boost. 

 

“This is big news,” state Sen. Mike McGuire, D-Healdsburg, said Friday, calling the potential 

funding “the biggest shot in the arm for transportation improvement projects in recent history.” 

 

The money is aimed at what McGuire called “the most significant heartburn” for North Bay 

motorists. 

http://mms.tveyes.com/Transcript.asp?StationID=959&DateTime=7/15/2017%207:08:36%20AM&Term=+BART%20+%22San%20Jose%22+BART%20+VTA+BART%20+%22Silicon%20Valley%22+BART%20+%22Santa%20Clara%20Valley%20Transportation%20Authority%22+BART%20+%22South%20Bay%22+BART%20+%22Measure%20A%22+BART%20+%22Ken%20Yeager%22+BART%20+%22Michael%20Burns%22+BART%20+%22Bernice%20Alaniz%22+BART%20+%22Brandi%20Childress%22&PlayClip=TRUE
http://www.pressdemocrat.com/news/7199281-181/proposed-hike-in-bay-area
http://www.pressdemocrat.com/news/7199281-181/proposed-hike-in-bay-area


 

McGuire said he was involved in negotiations with Bay Area lawmakers over the spending plan 

through Thursday morning. 

 

The bill must be approved by the Senate and Assembly and make it to Brown’s desk by mid-

September. SB 595 is authored by Sen. Jim Beall, D-San Jose, chairman of the Senate 

Transportation and Housing Committee. 

 

If voters approve the bridge toll boost, the specific amount of the toll hike would be determined 

by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission. 

 

McGuire said a $3 increase would be needed to generate enough revenue to support bonds that 

would finance the $4.2 billion worth of projects. 

 

Tolls on six of the state-owned bridges, including the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge, are now $5. 

On the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge tolls vary from $4 to $6 depending on the time of 

day. 

 

If the toll hike is approved by voters, money would become available in 2020-2021, McGuire 

said. 

 

A legislative analyst’s report on SB 595 said residents of the East Bay counties of Alameda, 

Contra Costa and Solano pay 63 percent of tolls on the state bridges, while Marin residents pay 4 

percent and Napa and Sonoma residents each pay 2 percent. 

 

The proposed $40 million allocation for SMART would cover about 80 percent of the anticipated 

$53 million cost of extending the rail line from the Sonoma County Airport to downtown 

Windsor, said Farhad Mansourian, general manager of Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit. 

 

“Any time you have that much money, getting the rest is much easier,” he said. 

 

If voters approve the toll increase next year, SMART should reach Windsor by late 2020, 

Mansourian said. 

 

McGuire said extending SMART to Windsor has been a “top priority” for him since he was a 

Sonoma County supervisor. Providing that service is “a significant milestone for northern 

Sonoma County,” he said. 

 

 

Windsor Mayor Debora Fudge, who is chairwoman of the SMART board, said in a statement 

that officials will “continue working together in the months and years to come to keep SMART 

on track, headed north to Healdsburg and Cloverdale.” 

 

The $125 million allocation for the Highway 101 Narrows at Novato would cover half of the 

roughly $250 million funding gap for that project, McGuire said. 

 



Daily congestion at the Narrows has been “a nemesis for decades” for North Bay motorists, he 

said. 

 

The anticipated project would raise the most vulnerable stretches out of the flood zone for 20 

years, he said. 

 

The spending plan also includes $135 million for improvements to the Highway 101/580 

interchange in San Rafael, which McGuire said was the “heart of the pain for Marin County 

commuters,” and $30 million for the San Rafael Transit Center, which will be one of the busiest 

stations on the SMART line, he said. 

 

The plan also commits $100 million to transit improvements in Sonoma, Marin, Napa, Solano 

and Contra Costa counties. 
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Google San Jose: Can the search giant prevent traffic, housing woes? 
Ethan Baron 

San Jose Mercury News 

Google will be traveling a razor’s edge of love and hate all the way to its planned new 20,000-

worker San Jose campus as it brings jobs and star power to a city that needs both while 

delivering extra helpings of the ills that have sparked public ire against Silicon Valley’s big 

technology companies. 

 

The potential downsides to Google’s planned campus in the heart of downtown check all the 

boxes on the list of Bay Area horrors: escalating traffic, overburdened transit systems, 

skyrocketing housing costs, displacement of lower-income people. 

 

That puts Google at the epicenter of the Bay Area controversy over the power of huge tech 

companies to transform communities — often not for the better. But as one of the world’s 

leading innovators and economic engines, the search giant has a unique opportunity to do it right. 

“The amount of wealth they’ve been able to create is just unprecedented in the history of our 

country,” said Malo Hutson, UC Berkeley professor of city and regional planning. “Their 

obligation, really, is to the citizens, the young people, the people who are concerned about 

traffic, the environment.” 

 

There are plenty of examples close to home and further afield of tech companies doing it wrong 

— at least in the eyes of those who feel they’re paying the price. Rapid tech growth in San 

Francisco and Seattle created booming economies but is blamed for jammed roads and the 

shattered dream of home ownership for the masses. Both cities have seen protests and 

community resistance to more tech expansion. 

 

“We just saw working class neighborhoods be destroyed,” said Sarah Sherburn-Zimmer of the 

Housing Rights Committee of San Francisco, an advocacy organization. “Google and these 

companies have never come out fighting for better housing.” 

 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/16/google-will-bring-problems-to-san-jose-whos-responsible-for-solving-them/


In Seattle, Amazon supports a homeless shelter and plans to install one in an Amazon building, 

but the firm’s tremendous growth has made it a target. 

 

“The dynamic of the tech job boom, and Amazon in particular, is the rapid appreciation of rents 

and housing prices and the displacement that we’re seeing of lower-income people no longer 

being able to survive in the city,” said Seattle city council member Mike O’Brien. 

 

But Google already is being applauded for the proposed location around Diridon Station, where 

$10 billion in transit improvements are planned, including BART and high-speed rail service. 

And in talks with San Jose officials about the campus plan, Google has expressed “strong 

interest” in affordable housing, “not just for, as they call it, their Googlers,” said San Jose 

council member Don Rocha, who supports the project but objected to giving staff the authority to 

extend negotiations with Google for the sale of city-owned land. 

 

The plan Google is discussing with San Jose city officials involves 6 million to 8 million square 

feet of tech offices and research-and-development space in an area of about 240 acres. The 

campus would provide open spaces for public recreation, along with entertainment and retail 

options, city officials have said. The project is intended to fit with the Diridon Station Area Plan, 

which calls for up to 2,588 housing units. How many dwellings would be built in connection 

with the planned Google campus, and who would pay for construction, remains unclear. 

 

Also remaining to be seen is whether San Jose officials will pressure Google to combat 

worsening traffic, rising housing costs and displacement of residents. Councilman Rocha 

concedes that the city’s hunger for jobs weakens its negotiating position. 

 

Like our Facebook page for more conversation and news coverage from San Jose, the Bay Area 

and beyond. 

“I’m excited as heck about it, and I don’t blame city hall for falling all over themselves a little bit 

to make this happen,” Rocha said. “We don’t want to screw this up. The stakes are high.” 

 

Google said it was too early to discuss its plans for the San Jose development. 

 

But if the obligation falls heavily on Google to address issues arising from its San Jose 

development, the outcome won’t necessarily be terrible, observers said. 

 

Google’s decision to put the project in a city, rather than a suburb, and around the Diridon 

Station train and bus hub is “the right way to go,” said University of Michigan Ross School of 

Business professor Jerry Davis, who studies corporate responsibility. 

 

“In an ideal case this will limit the number of auto commuters and people taking the Google bus 

from San Francisco,” Davis said. 

 

In Google’s home city of Mountain View, the company has made significant efforts to deal with 

housing and traffic issues, said Mountain View vice-mayor Lenny Siegel. Google has put its 

employees into traffic-reducing commuter buses, encouraged bicycling and attempted to build 

housing on its property but was stymied by resistance from residents fearful of more traffic and 



of Mountain View becoming a “company town,” Siegel said. The firm, which is starting work on 

another huge new Mountain View campus, has told city officials there it may build 2,500 to 

3,000 housing units, and it’s urging the city to allow a total of 10,000 units for the whole 

development. 

 

“Short of not growing, Google has tried to do the right thing,” Siegel said. 

 

Reading this on your phone? Stay up to date with our free mobile app. Get it from the Apple app 

store or the Google Play store. 

UC Berkeley’s Hutson proposed several ways Google could support the community in San Jose. 

 

“One of the things they could do is make investments in local public education — that could go 

up to community colleges and universities,” Hutson said. “They could start investing in the 

public infrastructure. The most basic one obviously is just to go out and build some housing.” 

 

Google has a duty to the community to help create a local culture “where the streets are brought 

to life” by opening up ground floors of new office structures to amenities such as shops, galleries 

and public-event spaces, said Benjamin Grant, urban design policy director for the San Francisco 

Bay Area Planning and Urban Research Association. 

 

“They’re going to have to really orient their buildings to the public realm,” Grant said, adding 

that Google should minimize parking on the campus to promote a walkable community and cut 

traffic. 

 

Many who live, work and make art in the development zone, however, worry about what San 

Jose will lose. 

 

A number of businesses in the area are being bought out to make way for the new campus. 

Google’s development partner, Trammell Crow Company, made an offer to Ilya Neizvestny, 

who owns the Montgomery Street building where he operates his Pawin’ Around dog daycare 

and is launching his Paws Onsite in-office dog-sitting service. Neizvestny wouldn’t disclose the 

amount offered. He said the price was fair, but he doesn’t want to leave, so he has proposed that 

Google buy his building and move his business onto its campus. 

 

At the nearby School of Visual Philosophy on Auzerais Avenue, retired entrepreneur Doug 

Crafts of Los Gatos rents an art studio to make his metal sculptures. The building’s owners have 

agreed to sell the property. 

 

“This is all to be turned into more plain-vanilla condos,” Crafts, 55, said. “Condos aren’t what 

create a downtown culture.” 

 

A few blocks away from the School of Visual Philosophy, Patricio Buendia stood outside his 

rental home where he lives with his wife and two children. He drives for a living, his wife works 

in a uniform-pressing shop, and both make minimum wage, he said. 

 

“Right now it’s so hard,” Buendia said. “I have to just cope with what comes.” 
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Google Campus Pros and Cons for San Jose 

KNTV, Channel 11 

NBC  
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Will the Bay Area's appetite for new transportation taxes reach a limit? 
Jody Meacham 

Silicon Valley Business Journal 
Are Bay Area residents taxed out yet? 

 

Led by Santa Clara County’s $6 billion Measure B, voters in Alameda, Contra Costa, Monterey, 

San Francisco and Santa Cruz counties approved $10 billion in new taxes last November to fund 

transportation improvements. 

 

The increases mostly involved sales taxes, but Alameda and Contra Costa also voted to extend a 

parcel tax levy. 

 

In April, Gov. Jerry Brown signed SB 1, which will increase fuel taxes and vehicle registration 

fees to raise another $5.2 billion annually for transportation. Even though this was an action 

taken by the legislature, polling in the Bay Area found heavy support here. 

 

Within the next six weeks, two more bills that would raise taxes or fees to pay for more 

transportation work in the Bay Area likely will reach the governor’s desk. 

 

Business groups — particularly the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, which historically presses 

for new transportation projects and the taxes to pay for them — have wondered when appetite for 

new levies will subside, said Chris O’Connor, the leadership group's senior transportation 

director. 

 

The curiosity intensified after the enactment of SB 1, California’s first gas tax increase in 23 

years. So the leadership group, the Bay Area Council and SPUR, the regional transportation and 

urban planning nonprofit, polled throughout the Bay Area and found that when residents are 

presented with a tax increase combined with specific transportation projects it would pay for, 

voters are still strongly supportive. 

 

“Basically people hate traffic congestion more than a modest increase in a tax or a fee,” 

O’Connor said. “They see benefit outweighing the cost.” 

 

Last week the California Assembly’s local government committee unanimously approved a 

measure that would authorize the three counties served by Caltrain – Santa Clara, San Mateo and 

San Francisco – to hold referenda on a one-eighth cent sales tax increase for Caltrain. 

http://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/Pros-Cons-Google-Proposed-Campus-San-Jose-434947653.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/07/17/bay-area-transportation-taxes-caltrain-tolls.html?s=print


 

If passed, it would provide the rail system’s first dedicated funding source. Worth an estimated 

$100 million a year, it would also end voluntary contributions from each county’s transit 

agencies – the Valley Transportation Authority in Santa Clara County’s case – totaling around 

$20 million a year, depending on what each agency can afford in its budget. 

 

Among the projects that would be funded would be the elimination of most of the approximately 

40 grade crossings (75 percent of them in San Mateo County) where motorists must wait for 

Caltrains to pass and also more electric trains to increase system capacity and frequency. 

 

Not only would elimination of grade crossings end the 125-mph federal speed limit on Caltrain, 

but it would eliminate the problem that more Caltrains plus the addition of high-speed rail could 

leave cross-town movement in many Peninsula communities effectively blocked during peak 

commute hours. 

 

The tax increase would require two-thirds public approval at the ballot box because it is a tax 

increase. The leadership group released polling results in the three counties last month that found 

74 percent support among its sample of likely voters. 

 

Also last week, the Assembly transportation committee approved a bill authorizing RM (regional 

measure) 3, which would be put on the 2018 ballot in Bay Area counties, to raise bridge tolls by 

$3 for all bridges except the Golden Gate and fund local transportation improvements in those 

counties. 

 

In Santa Clara County, a share of that $4.2 billion would help with the construction of the new 

Diridon Station transit hub, provide a light rail connection along Capitol Avenue to Eastridge 

from BART, help with the BART extension to Santa Clara and improve the Dumbarton highway 

and rail crossings of the Bay. In San Francisco it would help extend Caltrain to the downtown 

Transbay Terminal fund a new transbay tube for BART. 

 

“We’re one step closer to taking a big leap forward in addressing the region’s transportation and 

traffic crisis,” Jim Wunderman, president and CEO of the Bay Area Council, said after the toll 

increase vote. 

 

Tolls are considered fees, not taxes, by law and so need only 50 percent plus one vote to 

approve. The leadership group’s polling found 59 percent support for a $2 increase pegged to 

rise automatically with inflation. 
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New BART director strikes blow for transparency, and it’s a bit of a bumpy ride 
Gary Perterson 

San Jose Mercury News 
Debora Allen doesn’t shrink from a challenge. Last year, she ran for the state Assembly as a 

Republican out of super-blue District 14. She didn’t make it through the primary. And she 

immediately began searching for her next passion. 

http://www.eastbaytimes.com/2017/07/14/new-bart-director-strikes-blow-for-transparency-and-its-a-bit-of-a-bumpy-ride/


 

“When I ran for Assembly, I did a lot of research,” said Allen, who employs an awful lot of 

common sense for an elected official. “As I learned more about transportation, the subject of 

BART just kept coming up, the complaints. So when I didn’t make it through the primary, I 

thought, what else is there? BART seemed to be a good place for me. I thought this could be a 

place to make a difference.” 

 

She was elected as director of District 1. In theory, that would be a match made in transit heaven. 

Allen fancies herself a fixer. BART, home of the phony security cameras and six-figure janitors, 

is a bit of a fixer-upper. 

 

Allen recently made her first noise on the new job. 

There is a back story here. Since April, there have been three robberies aboard BART trains 

committed almost exclusively by minors. BART has videos of the crimes but has not released 

them. 

 

On July 9, Allen was interviewed by KPIX (“My first live interview,” she noted). Asked about 

the videos, Allen was forthright and sincere — a huge violation of BART PR protocol by the 

way. 

 

“I do believe they should be released,” she told KPIX, “because now we know a 19-year-old was 

involved.” 

 

About that. One of BART’s reasons for withholding the videos is because the perpetrators were 

minors. At the same time, BART knew that at least one of them was an adult. 

 

What Allen didn’t know before disclosing that fact to KPIX: BART had not made it public. 

 

Another reason BART gave — on an internal memo authored by Assistant General Manager 

Kerry Hamill — for sitting on the videos was that in addition to the miscreants being almost 

exclusively underage, they also were almost exclusively minority. BART didn’t want to engage 

in anything resembling racial profiling. Nor did the agency want to make it appear that crime 

was rampant on its trains. 

 

Next thing you know, Allen slipped those nuggets into the public domain. Where they should 

have been all along. 

 

Not long after the interview, the interviewer reached out to Allen. “She said, ‘I called the PR 

staff at BART and they say you misunderstood their memo.’ I said, ‘OK, let me show you the 

memo.’” 

 

You can now find it online, where it is quite useful as a window into BART’s closed culture. 

 

“I honestly sent (the memo) not knowing it would be posted online,” Allen said. “BART 

representatives have gone on the record to some extent refuting it.” 

 



Let’s be clear here. BART passengers, especially those who have been beaten and robbed, 

deserve to have those kinds of crimes investigated. One way to investigate a crime would be to 

release video of the event, even if it means blurring the faces of suspects who appear to be 

minors. People who pay taxes to support BART are entitled to know the truth about what 

happens on BART trains. 

 

What Allen did, however unwittingly, was what responsible officials should do. 

 

“BART needs to release facts and information and not interpretation,” she said. “It’s not their job 

to interpret the facts and data. It’s up to the riding public to do what they choose to do with the 

facts and data.” 

 

That said, doing the right thing can give one pause. “The story became hot,” Allen said. “I had 

this sense of my goodness, what have I done? But in looking back, this is an overreach by a 

public agency beyond its duty. And so I think it’s OK for the public to know what was being 

communicated. 

 

“What did it say on my (campaign) signs?” she asked rhetorically. “Real Reform.” 

 

At BART? Hey, a person can dream. 
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Rapes, sexual assaults on the rise on BART 
Erin Baldassari 

East Bay Times 
OAKLAND — Violent sex crimes are on the rise at BART, with a near doubling of rapes 

reported just in the first six months of this year, compared to all of last year, the agency reported. 

 

There were seven rapes reported on BART property from January through the end of June, 

compared to four in 2016, three in 2015 and two in 2014, according to BART police. At the 

same time, there has been a notable increase in the number of reported sexual assaults, with 28 in 

the first six months of the year. That’s the same number of sexual assaults reported during all of 

2016, which was already up 75 percent from 2015, when only 16 sexual assault cases were 

reported. 

 

BART’s new police chief, Carlos Rojas, called the increase in sexual violence “a concern,” but 

cautioned against drawing any conclusions from the numbers alone. The increased reports 

coincides with a 41 percent increase in violent crimes, including a 49 percent increase in 

robberies, for the first five months of the year compared with the same time period last year. At 

the same time, property crimes are also up 14 percent. 

While much of the public focus in recent months has been on robberies involving groups of 

teenagers, the agency has stayed relatively mum about the rise in far more serious crimes. The 

agency released limited information to the public about the rapes and sexual batteries when they 

occurred, which Rojas said was probably appropriate at the time. He was officially sworn in as 

the chief on May 25. 

 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/17/rapes-sexual-assaults-on-the-rise-on-bart/


“You have to keep it within context,” Rojas said. “Really, what you start looking at is, ‘Is there a 

certain individual that’s going around sexually assaulting people, and do we have a serial rapist, 

or is there a certain activity or environment that is contributing to somebody being placed in a 

vulnerable position?'” 

 

That was not the case in the seven reports of rape so far this year, he said. 

 

BART declined to immediately provide documentation of the rape reports, but Rojas described 

each case in a phone interview. The victims were both male and female, some of whom knew the 

assailant, and others who did not, he said. Some of the crimes occurred on BART train cars, 

while others took place in parking lots or station stairwells. Officers made arrests in all but two 

cases. 

 

It’s unclear how many of the sexual battery cases involved men or women, or whether they took 

place on a train or in a station, parking lot or other BART property because BART police also 

did not provide copies of those reports. Instead BART shared a list of reported instances with 

their time, date and the police beat in which the crimes occurred. This newspaper requested those 

records along with documentation of the rape reports, pursuant to public records laws, and is 

awaiting BART’s response. 

 

Sarai Crain, the executive director of Bay Area Women Against Rape, warned against assuming 

that increased reports of rape equate to an increase in criminal activity. Traditionally, sex crimes 

are under-reported, she said, and there hasn’t been any increase in the number of people seeking 

services through her organization, one of the primary crisis intervention centers for Alameda 

County residents. 

 

“We typically understand it as more people are reporting and not necessarily that there is an 

increase in instances,” she said. “We believe that people are feeling more empowered to report 

(these cases).” 

Patrons consistently said they want to know about cases of sexual batteries and rape, especially 

when the suspect is arrested. Castro Valley resident Susana Reyes had a close call on BART 

herself, she said, where a man touched her inappropriately while she was on a train. She called 

him out, and he apologized, but now she said she doesn’t ride the trains at night. 

 

Reyes said she’d feel better knowing the police were successful in putting alleged rapists or 

sexual batterers behind bars. 

 

“It would make people feel safer, especially if they actually do report (it) and they say, ‘Oh, we 

caught whoever did it,'” she said. 

 

Concord resident Jennifer Wirfel agrees, whether or not a suspect has been apprehended: “It’s 

not that you ever want to hear bad news, but it’s always better to be informed.” 

 

At least two of the reports of rape were included in the daily police logs BART used to send out 

via email to members of the public who subscribed to receive the alerts, and one was described 

in a press release asking for the public’s help identifying the suspect. 



 

But that didn’t happen in every case, and Rojas discontinued the curated daily logs in early June, 

opting instead to send crime data to the free online tool, CrimeMapping.com. After public 

backlash, he announced he would resume sending those daily reports for felony crimes only 

beginning Saturday and would issue monthly crime reports to BART’s Board of Directors. 

 

BART spokesman Taylor Huckaby said the department evaluates each instance on a “case-by-

case basis,” before deciding whether to notify the public. Those factors may include “where the 

investigation stands, what kind of evidence needs to be preserved, whether the police department 

is seeking the public’s help in apprehending the suspect, and whether there is any benefit to 

passenger safety,” he said. 

 

For Wirfel, knowing about sexual assaults and rapes on BART would make her more aware 

when she’s on the train, and perhaps, a little more cautious, she said. But, it’s not going to keep 

her from using the system. 

 

But others are already opting for other modes of transit. Orinda resident Martin Spittler has 

ridden BART for most of his life, but after decades of taking the train to A’s games and the 

Oakland airport, he says his wife and four adult daughters no longer feel comfortable using the 

system. 

 

“We’d rather take an Uber than get caught at Coliseum station,” Spittler said. “It just doesn’t 

seem like anybody really cares about passengers anymore, and no one willing to enforce any 

rules.” 

 

Rapes reported on BART: 

Feb. 12, Rockridge station: Officers intervened in an argument between a man and a woman in 

the station’s parking lot after a passenger called police. Police found the man and woman 

involved in sexual activity in the parking lot, and after speaking with the woman, determined she 

had not consented to sex. Officers arrested 47-year-old Thomas Johnson of Oakland on suspicion 

of rape. 

 

March 2, San Leandro station: A man reported he was sexually assaulted in the station’s parking 

lot by a Lyft driver. Rojas said the passenger and suspect, later identified as a 39-year-old 

Oakland resident, had been in a prior consensual relationship, but at the time of the incident, no 

consent was given. Police arrested the suspect, but the case was later dismissed, Rojas said, 

because the victim stopped cooperating. 

 

March 9, San Bruno station: A woman told police a man followed her into a restroom at the 

station and told her she was going to have sex with her and then grabbed her breast. She was able 

to get away from the assailant, who was later arrested and identified as 42-year-old San 

Francisco resident Timothy Cobb. 

 

March 15, MacArthur station: The suspect, who was ultimately arrested and identified as 31-

year-old Oakland resident Eric Starghill, led his victim into a stairwell at the station and forced 



the person to perform a sex act. Rojas said he didn’t have information on whether the victim was 

a man or woman. 

 

April 3, Richmond station: A man told police he met another man at the station under the 

impression that he was modeling for an underwear ad. The suspect, later arrested and identified 

as 30-year-old Richmond resident Jordan Davis, performed oral sex on the victim, Rojas said. 

 

April 25, Warm Springs: A man and another person engaged in conversation while on the train. 

During that conversation, the man began masturbating under his clothing and allegedly sexually 

assaulted the victim. The victim declined to cooperate, Rojas said, and the investigation was 

suspended. He said he didn’t have information on whether the victim was a man or woman. 

 

May 24, North Berkeley: A man on a train sat next to a woman, who is autistic, and exposed 

himself to her before placing her hand on his genitals, Rojas said. Police have not yet identified 

him. 
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Roadshow: Carpool stickers must be on your car 
Gary Richards 

San Jose Mercury News 
Q I like plug-in hybrids and all-electric cars. But I hate bumper stickers anywhere on my car. 

So I called the CHP and asked: “If I have carpool stickers from the DMV in my car, but have not 

put them on (‘cause I hate ‘em), will I still get ticketed if I show them to an officer in the event I 

get pulled over?” The answer was a resounding YES! The stickers must be on the car! 

Brock Carpenter, Cupertino 

A Yep, those are the rules. 

 

Q In this era, registration stickers and carpool stickers should be obsolete. License plate reading 

cameras and software can easily and almost immediately tell any officer if my car registration is 

current or my car qualifies for driving in an HOV lane. 

Brock Carpenter 

A Really? This would give the CHP fits. But there’s more on this topic. 

 

Q I think many carpool lane cheaters are owners of electric/plug in vehicles that don’t have the 

white/green stickers that grants them access, but I’ve noticed that police won’t pull them over. I 

guess they figure if it’s a Tesla, Volt, etc., its OK to be there. 

Rodney 

A Not true, but has anyone else noticed this? I know that some Tesla owners hate putting stickers 

on their cars. 

 

Q Over the last few weeks, you’ve expended several columns on carpool lane cheaters. If you’ve 

got the patience, I’ll add my two cents. The reported estimate of a 30 percent cheating rate is a 

gross understatement for I-880 through Fremont. Based on three weeks counting carpool lane 

cars, here are my observations: On average, I saw 37 illegitimate users of the carpool lane each 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/17/roadshow-carpool-stickers-must-be-on-your-car/


day (59 percent cheating!). On the best day, the cheating rate was “only” 43 percent. On one 

particularly astounding day, I saw a full 82 percent cheating rate! 

Tim Riener, Fremont 

A It can be hard for the CHP to peer through tinted windows to see if a child or another 

passenger is inside. A few years ago Dan Wagner of San Jose wrote: “I too have had many cars 

pass me with what looked like cheats, sometimes like 20 percent of the cars seemed to be cheats. 

However, I recently rode in the back seat of a taller than average vehicle, and could look down 

into vehicles that we passed. 

 

“I was surprised that well over half of the cars I had thought were cheaters actually had a second, 

hidden passenger — a child, someone laying down in the back or even a “co-pilot” with the seat 

fully reclined. I caution my fellow drivers about getting too riled about people that one thinks are 

cheating. They may very well not be.” 

 

Q Mr. Roadshow: I am irritated. Why? Well let me tell you. I see a lot of cars that have the 

carpool HOV stickers not in the carpool lane. I see Tesla’s, Leaf’s and other electric cars that 

have them but these folks persist to use my non carpool lane. Why did you get them if you are 

not taking advantage of the perk and clogging up our lane? I do not get it. 

Rena Segovia, San Jose 

A Going slower means they may be trying to extend the range of their batteries. 
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Roadshow: Courteous drivers do exist in California 
Gary Richards 

San Jose Mercury News 

Q Well, that column last week on how California drivers are among the most courteous in the 

country was good for a Sunday morning laugh. 

Bob Spidell, San Jose 

A It’s not good to poke fun at Mr. Roadshow. Please explain. 

 

Q I frequently drive between San Jose and Placerville. And we take long RV trips. 

Besides Los Angeles, I have found Bay Area drivers the least courteous just like I have found 

our Bay Area roads the worst. Once I am on Highway 99 it is like being in a different state; nice 

drivers and smooth pavement. I won’t tell you my route as the fewer the better. When I return to 

the Bay Area, coming off the Sunol Grade on I-680, the pucker factors increases 10 times as 

drivers become rude and forget basic driving skills. 

Reminds me of that old drivers education cartoon with Goofy called Motor Mania. In case you 

are too young or have forgotten, perhaps a refresher is in order. Even Prius drivers would benefit. 

Bob Spidell 

A This is a classic. You can view Goofy here. 

 

Q I just completed a 4,850-mile road trip through 8 states and 3 Canadian provinces. We were 

most surprised by Canadian drivers’ propensity _ despite the Canucks’ reputation for politeness 

_ for pulling out in front of us when there clearly wasn’t enough time or space to do so (and 

rolling through stop signs and red lights to accomplish this feat). We all misjudge speed and 

distance and advance prematurely occasionally, but the Canucks seem to have made a sport of it. 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/16/roadshow-courteous-drivers-do-exist-in-california/


Mike Angles 

A Geeze, are we cranky today. Never have I gotten angry messages about our friends up north. 

 

 

Q Having driven in dozens of cities and states, the worst drivers are in Boston, then metro New 

Jersey. NYC drivers are surprisingly courteous once you get used to their honking horns. Atlanta 

drivers will crush you and then apologize sweetly. Florida drivers will crush you then not notice 

what they did. Texas city drivers are almost always good, but out in the sticks you don’t want to 

mess with them. 

Los Angeles drivers are amazingly courteous given the fact their city is bumper-to-bumper 

everywhere all the time. San Francisco drivers are pretty good unless you are on a bike or in a 

crosswalk. San Jose drivers are among the most courteous of any large city, maybe because of 

the mix of highly educated and laid back drivers. 

Candid O. 

A You just described all Prius drivers. 

 

Q I ‘ve always known that California has courteous drivers _ if you exclude late mergers, fast 

lane cruisers, carpool cheaters and folks who speed up as soon as they see your blinker on. 

Thức Nguyễn 

A But … 

 

Q I moved here from Washington D.C. and compared to drivers between Boston and Virginia, 

California drivers are saints. 

Brad Sanzenbacher 

A Especially if they drive a Prius. 
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Bikeshare expansion blocked in the Mission over gentrification fears 
Joe Fitzgerald Rodriguez  

San Francisco Examiner 

Ford GoBike’s expansion into the bike-friendly Mission District comes with a glaring exception: 

24th Street. 

In the Latino Cultural District, on 24th Street from Mission to Potrero streets, neighbors and 

advocacy groups representing Latinos have spurned bikeshare, citing fears of gentrification, the 

San Francisco Examiner has learned. 

 

Erick Arguello, founder of Calle 24, a neighborhood group that represents 24th Street, said his 

group and others told Ford GoBike flatly, “no” when they asked to place docks for their 

“shareable” blue bikes on 24th Street, and close nearby. Arguello claimed the bikeshare 

companies cater to newcomers with means, and not longtime Latino neighbors. 

 

“The way we shop, the way we travel, it’s a very different culture,” Arguello said. “We did say, 

‘No, we don’t want bikeshare on 24th street in the Latino Cultural District.’” 

 

http://www.sfexaminer.com/bikeshare-expansion-blocked-mission-gentrification-fears/


In June, Ford GoBike launched its newest expansion, providing 3,500 blue bikes available to be 

rented, or “shared,” by smartphone app. New stations are cropping up at Valencia and 24th 

streets, along Mission Street, Bryant Street and other locations throughout the Mission. 

 

But the “find a station” map, which shows new Ford GoBike stations and current stations in San 

Francisco, shows a giant hole around the 24th Street neighborhood. 

 

“We are working closely with a number of community organizations in the Mission around 

station siting, and this area will be part of a future wave of expansion,” said Dani Simon, a 

spokesperson for Motivate, which administers Ford GoBike. 

 

When bikeshare companies reached out, they said the bikes would benefit the community, 

Arguello said. National studies, including one by the Kinder Institute for Urban Research, found 

most cyclists aren’t the “white urban hipster” many associate with the mode of transport. 

 

Most cyclists, the study found, are actually people of color, and often poor. Ford GoBike has a 

$5 annual cash payment membership in its Bikeshare for All program for low-income 

communities, and some stations were placed in “communities of concern” with advocacy from 

the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition, though that doesn’t include the stretch of 24th Street. 

 

Arguello said it also doesn’t make sense to install expensive infrastructure when the 

neighborhood already has big plans in the works. 

 

Merchants, neighbors and Calle 24 said there are plans to create emulate “Chinatown or 

Japantown” on 24th Street, with Mayan “temples” at either entrance to 24th Street, new sidewalk 

“bulbouts” for pedestrian safety and repaved streets. The neighborhood is recognized by The 

City, and just recently, the state of California, as a protected cultural district. 

 

Additionally, merchants were worried about losing parking, Arguello said, as preliminary 

proposals placed bikeshare stations in parking spots. 
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Bay Area Bike-Share Expands With an Eye on Equity 
Jose Cohen 

Next City 

On June 28, San Francisco’s Bay Area Bike Share became Ford GoBike. With the relaunch 

comes plans for a massive expansion that will eventually total 7,000 bikes in cities throughout 

the region. Last week, the East Bay got its first phase with 450 bikes at 43 stations in Oakland, 

Emeryville and Berkeley. 

 

GoBike is a public-private partnership between Motivate — the bike-share company behind Citi 

Bike, Hubway, Capital Bikeshare, Divvy and many others — and the Metropolitan 

Transportation Commission (MTC), the Bay Area’s regional transportation planning agency. 

Ford is the title sponsor. 

 

https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/bay-area-bike-share-ford-go-bike-oakland-stations


There are now at least 119 bike-share systems in the U.S. Though the basic operating principles 

have remained the same as the concept has spread from city to city over the past decade, new 

systems have learned from the mistakes of their predecessors. Whether it’s pricing, station 

layout, or the amount of time users get to ride for their money, newer systems seem to get more 

things right from the get-go. 

 

GoBike has certainly learned lessons about making bike-share available to a broader range of 

users than the white men with white-collar jobs who typically ride. (According to a 2015 UC 

Berkeley report on Bay Area Bike Share members, 70 percent were white, 75 percent male, and 

80 percent had an annual salary of $75,000 or more.) 

 

GoBike launched with several equity initiatives including a $5, first-year annual membership for 

low-income residents (after the first year, low-income memberships are $5 per month); cash 

payment options for residents without credit cards; and a commitment to placing 35 percent of 

the stations in “communities of concern.” MTC defines communities of concern as census tracts 

that meet a certain threshold of minority and low-income residents, limited English proficiency, 

zero-vehicle households, cost-burdened renters and other factors. 

 

That GoBike is considering equity from the start is at least in part the result of more than a year 

and a half of work by a coalition of Bay Area complete streets advocates and community groups 

that pushed Motivate, MTC and the region’s city governments. The coalition engaged with low-

income communities and communities of color to ask them about barriers to bike-share use and 

where they wanted to see stations go. Even with those equity measures in place, some 

communities in Oakland feel like they’re once again being skipped over as wealthier parts of the 

city get new resources. 

 

In early 2016, Bike East Bay and TransForm got funding from MTC to do community 

engagement around bike-share and car-share. 

 

“We know that without outreach, the demographics of bike-share ends up being white, affluent, 

male professionals,” says Clarrissa Cabansagan, TransForm’s senior community planner. “In this 

era of immense gentrification and displacement, where families are struggling to survive in the 

Bay Area, we really ought to think about equity. … We want [the ridership] to look like the 

diverse communities that live in the Bay Area, that live in Oakland.” 

 

TransForm synthesized its outreach in a new report called OakMob 101 (short for Oakland 

Mobility). Of survey respondents, 33 percent did not have access to a bike at home (8 percent 

were unable to ride), and 34 percent did not have access to a car. High costs were first among the 

reasons for not wanting to try bike-share or car-share. (The outreach was about both modes and 

lumps those findings together.) Credit card requirements, cell phone access and language were 

also cited as key barriers. 

 

According to the report, 77 percent said they wanted to try bike-share after being engaged at an 

OakMob event. But many expressed concern that there were no plans for bike-share stations in 

their neighborhood, or that their neighborhood would be last to receive bike-share during 

GoBike’s three-phase expansion. 



 

Still, Cabansagan gives Motivate credit for its equity initiatives, especially compared to many of 

the other car-sharing and transportation network companies in the Bay Area. 

 

“To see Motivate, a private company, respond to community concerns is night and day compared 

to other companies,” she says. It’s worth noting that MTC plays a planning role in GoBike, but 

there is no public funding for its capital and operating expenses. 

 

By the end of the summer, Motivate wants to increase its East Bay operations to 1,500 bikes at 

120 stations. As part of that continued expansion, it’s funding outreach by Cycles of Change and 

Scraper Bike Team, both grassroots East Oakland bike organizations. The continued expansion 

will bring some bike-share stations into East Oakland, but it doesn’t include much of the area’s 

poorest neighborhoods. 

 

“I think bike-share in Oakland is an amazing way to get people on the bikes and active. It’s 

really unfortunate that it’s not in East Oakland. It’s mostly in downtown gentrification areas,” 

says Baybe Champ, the Scraper Bike King and founder of Scraper Bike Team. Invented in 

Oakland, scraper bikes are elaborately decorated cruisers made famous by a 2007 music video by 

Trunk Boiz that went viral. These days Scraper Bike Team runs community bike workshops in 

partnership with the library and Bike East Bay. 

 

Champ sees bike-share as an opportunity to make it easier for people to get around in a part of 

the city that has long required a car, long walks or long waits for the bus. 

 

“I want to see people of color using it to go to doctors’ appointments or probation officer 

meetings or even grocery stores,” he explains. “This bike-share program is really needed in my 

community, my neighborhood. In deep East Oakland, we’re constantly being pushed further and 

further away from resources such as the Ford bike program. It’s really unfortunate that in 2017 

we’re still being pushed away from things that’s needed.” 

 

As ambassadors for GoBike, Scraper Bike Team will be helping get the word out about the 

program and encouraging people to sign up. Champ hopes to get lots of people signed up to 

show Motivate there’s a need and an interest for bike-share in East Oakland. 
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I-680 express lanes set to open in early fall north of Pleasanton 
Erika Alvero 

Pleasanton Weekly 

Express lanes on the Interstate 680 just north of Pleasanton are nearing completion, scheduled to 

open in early fall, though a hard date has not yet been specified. 

 

The project converting carpool lanes into toll express lanes is intended to promote carpooling 

and improve traffic congestion on the I-680 corridor, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 

https://www.pleasantonweekly.com/news/2017/07/14/san-ramon-valleys-i-680-express-lanes-set-to-open-in-early-fall


(MTC) project manager Barbara Laurenson said at the San Ramon City Council meeting 

Tuesday night. 

 

"We're doing this for mobility," she said. "As the region grows, we need to have an infrastructure 

that is supportive of carpools, vanpools and express buses. We all are suffering from the growth 

of our region, and we know that we have to use all the tools that we have to reduce congestion." 

 

The project includes one northbound express lane from Alcosta Boulevard in San Ramon to 

Livorna Road in Alamo, and one southbound express lane from Rudgear Road in Walnut Creek 

to Alcosta Boulevard. It's part of a larger plan sponsored by MTC and the California Department 

of Transportation (Caltrans) to develop an integrated Bay Area express lanes network. 

 

The $45 million project involves converting high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes into toll 

express lanes. Project construction, which began in August 2015 and was initially expected to be 

completed in late 2016, is now scheduled to be completed by late September or early October, 

Laurenson said. 

 

Everyone can drive in the lanes, but only HOV and some select others can use them for free 

during toll hours -- similar to the express lanes on I-580 through the Tri-Valley and I-680 south 

of Pleasanton. 

 

In order to use the express lanes, drivers will need to obtain a toll tag -- toll-exempt vehicles 

must use a FasTrak Flex toll tag, set in the "2" position for 2-person carpools and the "3+" 

position for everything else, while solo drivers can have either a standard FasTrak toll tag or a 

FasTrak Flex tag set in the "1" position. 

 

Solo drivers will be charged a toll fee to use the lanes, while carpools, vanpools, eligible clean-

air vehicles, motorcycles and buses can use the lanes toll-free. 

 

The lanes will operate from 5 a.m. to 8 p.m. weekdays and will be managed and monitored by 

MTC. 

 

A key component of the plan, said Laurensen, is "dynamic tolling" -- as traffic increases, tolls 

increase, and vice versa. 

 

The minimum toll price will be $0.50 and the maximum toll will be set by supply and demand. 

There may be times, said Laurenson, during which the lane will be "open to all." 

 

There are two zones in each direction, and the pricing signs along the freeway will specify how 

much solo drivers will end up paying to reach the end of the zone versus the end of the express 

lane. For example, a driver heading north from Dublin may be tolled $1 to reach Crow Canyon 

Road (the end of one zone) and $3 to reach Livorna Road (the end of the express lane). 

 

"A driver is guaranteed the price shown on the sign at the time the driver enters the express 

lane," MTC officials wrote in a staff report. "If the toll amount changes while the driver is in the 

lane, the driver still pays the price posted when entering the lane." 



 

Lane enforcement will look similar to that across Bay Area bridges. Cameras are present to snap 

photos of license plates, and when someone travels on the express lane with the FasTrak Flex tag 

set in the "2" or "3+" position, said Laurenson, that will "trigger a beacon on the express lanes, 

which will let the CHP (California Highway Patrol) know to extra look at that car to ensure that 

it is 2 or 3-plus." 

 

"A lot of the revenues from the tolls goes to pay extra CHP officers to be out there and looking at 

the lanes," she added. 

 

Those who drive on the lanes without the proper FasTrak tag will be charged violation fees, 

starting at $25 and escalating up to $70. 

 

At Tuesday's meeting, Laurenson acknowledged counter arguments that have been raised to 

express lanes in general. 

 

Some say the toll tag requirement is an unfair burden, she said, while others state that allowing 

single-occupant vehicles actually slows the lane down, and is an example of the government 

prioritizing revenue over mobility. But, said Laurensen, the dynamic tolling is MTC's response 

to deal with that potential. 

 

Another critique has been one of inequity, that the express lanes are unfair to low-income drivers 

who may not be able to afford the toll to beat traffic. Laurenson responded to that as well, stating 

that nationwide research has shown that drivers of all income levels use the express lanes. 

 

Councilman Scott Perkins suggested that staff consider that the lanes be open to all from 10 a.m. 

to 2 p.m., while Councilman Harry Sachs raised the concern that metering lights would be 

implemented next, something that he feels is a problem in Fremont. 

 

"For San Ramon, I want to know what the plan is for metering lights, if there is any," Sachs said, 

"so that we can be able to forecast this and figure out what's the best strategy given what we have 

here and what we're looking for in our infrastructure vision." 

 

Laurenson closed her presentation by going over public outreach plans, including online ad 

campaigns and the MTC mailing list. 

 

"As a 40-something-year-old mom, I don't use Twitter," Laurenson said. "But I'm all over 

NextDoor. So we're using a combination of those different tools." 
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California lawmaker sues AG over description of his gas-tax ballot measure 
The Associated Press 

San Jose Mercury News 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/15/lawmaker-sues-over-description-of-his-gas-tax-ballot-measure/


SACRAMENTO – A Republican state lawmaker running for governor sued California’s attorney 

general on Friday, saying the Democratic official is misleading the public about a campaign to 

repeal a gasoline tax hike. 

 

Assemblyman Travis Allen is behind a ballot initiative to repeal the tax increase, which will add 

12 cents to the price of a gallon of gas starting in November. His lawsuit says Attorney General 

Xavier Becerra misleadingly describes it in the official ballot measure summary as a measure to 

repeal money for road repairs. The lawsuit also points out that the words “tax” and “fee” do not 

appear in the official ballot measure title. 

 

“Californians deserve better,” Allen, a Huntington Beach Republican, said in an interview. “I am 

committed to making sure that Californians have an opportunity to repeal the gas tax and to 

know exactly what they’re voting for in November 2018.” 

 

A spokesman for Becerra says the title and summary his office wrote “clearly explain the ballot 

initiative.” That title says the initiative will “eliminate recently enacted road repair and 

transportation funding.” 

 

Lawmakers approved a tax hike on gasoline and diesel in April. It is expected to generate about 

$5 billion per year to repair roads and bridges. It raises gas taxes by 12 cents a gallon ’ a 43 

percent increase ’ and diesel taxes from 16 cents per gallon to 36 cents. Drivers will also face a 

new yearly fee on their vehicles. The taxes and fees will rise each year with inflation. 

 

Allen, who recently announced he is running for governor in 2018, said the gas tax is unpopular 

with voters. A separate campaign is underway to recall Democratic Sen. Josh Newman of 

Fullerton over his vote in support of the tax increase. That campaign has submitted 35,000 

signatures to the state, but they haven’t been verified. 

 

Allen’s ballot measure campaign must amass more than 365,000 signatures by January to qualify 

for the 2018 ballot. 
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Officials seek new transit tax 
Samantha Weigel  

Daily Journal  
Traffic and potholes — these widespread Bay Area problems are a commuters’ nemesis and on 

the top of San Mateo County voters’ minds, according to a new poll. 

 

Now, San Mateo County leaders and transit officials are looking to 2018 for a possible sales tax 

hike to help fund local transportation projects. But first, they’ll need to convince voters. 

 

The Board of Supervisors met Tuesday for a study session on a recent poll they commissioned to 

test the efficacy of a ballot measure to fund transit infrastructure and congestion relief efforts.  

 

The measure, which would be a joint effort between the county and the San Mateo County 

Transit District, is expected to involve a half-cent sales tax increase. But it may not be the only 

https://www.smdailyjournal.com/news/local/officials-seek-new-transit-tax/article_d33f0c7e-6aa0-11e7-87de-cf142b69fc57.html


funding mechanism fresh on residents’ minds. The Legislature’s Senate Bill 1 will have drivers 

paying more gas taxes and vehicle registration fees, and the nine-county Metropolitan 

Transportation Commission is looking to increase bridge tolls by up to $3. 

 

Still, advocates have noted the gas tax hike is directed toward a backlog of state and local road 

repairs, while proceeds from the MTC’s proposed Regional Measure 3 will be in high demand 

throughout the Bay Area counties. Plus, with billions of dollars in unfunded transportation and 

congestion relief projects, county officials are hoping to highlight a need for a multi-faceted 

solution that includes a new locally-controlled revenue stream. 

 

Voters’ temperament 

 

Pollster Brian Godbe, whose firm was hired to gauge the temperament of voters during a 

weeklong online and phone poll, said there’s work to be done to meet the two-thirds threshold of 

passing a new tax. As part of the poll voters were told informational statements, both for and 

against, after which some approval rates actually declined slightly. 

 

“We’ve seen there is a base of support for a transportation measure,” Godbe said, according to a 

live video of a Board of Supervisors’ meeting last week. “After people hear all of the 

information, positive and negative, we’re not where we need to be on a sales tax and we can’t 

assume just because it may be the right thing to do, that people are going to support it. Right 

now, they won’t. We have work to do before this measure is put on the ballot and we believe 

public outreach measures need to begin as soon as possible.” 

 

People’s top priorities included fixing potholes, maintaining streets, reducing congestion by 

expanding Highway 101 as well as its intersection with State Route 92, and supporting mass 

transit like Caltrain and SamTrans. But there was varying support for how to fund those needs, 

Godbe noted. 

 

The poll included asking likely June as well as November 2018 voters about a 30-year half-cent 

sales tax that would generate nearly $80 million and be dedicated toward transportation needs. 

By the end of the questions, polled participants were 68.6 percent likely to support a tax in June, 

and just 63.7 percent likely to support it in November, Godbe said. 

 

Seamus Murphy, chief communications officer with Caltrain and SamTrans, spoke during the 

meeting about the need to conduct public outreach to garner support for the proposal. He 

concurred with supervisors that it would require collaboration between the transit district and the 

county. 

 

“We agree that this is a critical issue that we need to pay more attention to very urgently. We 

think there is a unique opportunity that we shouldn’t let pass by. The attention to congestion 

issues in this county are probably at an all-time high right now and at the same time, we have the 

public and the private sector both … very anxious to help invest in improvements to help address 

those issues,” Murphy said. 

 

Moving parts 



 

But exactly what type of funding mechanism is still up for debate. Currently, there are two bills 

in the Legislature that seek to enable officials to move forward with some form of local sales tax 

— over which voters have the final say. 

 

The Silicon Valley Leadership Group and state Sen. Jerry Hill, D-San Mateo, are pushing a bill 

that would allow for a one-eighth cent sales tax specifically geared toward Caltrain — a tri-

county regional rail agency that is one of the few without a dedicated funding source. That effort 

would require approval of voters in San Mateo, San Francisco and Santa Clara counties. It could 

also be tough sell in Santa Clara County where last year voters approved their own half-cent 

sales tax increase to support transit. 

 

Caltrain officials have not yet committed to the effort, noting the proposed San Mateo County 

half-cent sales tax might provide opportunities for the rail agency. 

 

Assemblyman Kevin Mullin, D-South San Francisco, authored legislation that would allow the 

transit district or the county to seek a voter-approved half-cent sales tax measure dedicated to 

general transportation needs in San Mateo County. 

 

Both Mullin’s and Hill’s bills would enable the local taxes to increase beyond the state’s current 

2 percent cap. 

 

One proposal that voters seemed to favor in the poll but that isn’t legally allowed by state law, 

was to implement a quarter-cent payroll tax for businesses with more than 100 employees. The 

Bay Area and Silicon Valley’s prosperous job growth, paired with housing affordability issues, is 

frequently cited as the main drivers of gridlocked congestion. Several business groups have 

stepped up to support congestion relief options helping to allocate millions of dollars toward 

various studies. However, County Counsel John Beiers said in an email that state law does not 

currently allow for local governments to implement payroll tax. 

 

It wasn’t immediately clear why the question was included in the poll. 

 

Locally-controlled 

 

Instead, county and transit district officials will turn their attention toward a locally-controlled 

sales tax sometime in 2018. 

 

Murphy noted the local transportation agencies have experience delivering projects and will be 

looking to educate voters on what future expenditures could be supported. 

 

A key effort moving forward will be for SamTrans and the county to work on a proposed 

expenditure plan, which all agreed will require extensive community input. 

 

“We think that we ought to be in lockstep with each other while we develop the expenditure 

plan,” Murphy said. 

 



He said they anticipate beginning outreach in September. 

 

The Board of Supervisors urged all parties be included and requested SamTrans staff return for a 

study session with the county Aug. 8. The results from a recent SamTrans study on the 

Dumbarton corridor and the opportunity to rehabilitate the aged rail bridge near the border of 

San Mateo and Santa Clara counties is an expected topic as well. The board will also consider 

MTC’s proposed bridge toll hike expected on the June 2018 ballot, as well as the one-eighth 

Caltrain tax proposed by Hill and the business group. 

 

Transportation and housing affordability have been top priorities for officials at nearly all levels 

of Bay Area government. In 2016, San Mateo County voters extended a half-cent general sales 

tax that proponents touted as a means to address the affordable housing crisis. The board agreed 

to allocate over $40 million over the next two years toward housing needs. There is also an 

existing countywide half-cent sales tax dedicated to transportation that is currently overseen by 

the transit district through the San Mateo County Transportation Authority. 
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Crews reach milestone in construction of Central Subway 
Joe Fitzgerald Rodriguez 

San Francisco Examiner 

The sound of a concrete-pouring machine echoed from underground, out onto Stockton and 

Market streets on the surface, signaling the effort below. 

 

More than 100 feet under Macy’s in Union Square, dozens of yellow- and orange-clad workers 

from Tutor Perini construction company reached a key milestone in building the Central 

Subway. 

 

On Wednesday night, the last ounce of concrete creating the Central Subway’s Union Square 

station floor was poured, leaving only a few major milestones left before the tunnels and stations 

are completed in 2019, according to the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency. 

 

That floor was finished that night. In two years, more than 38,000 daily travelers will rely on the 

trains that coast through the $1.6 billion subway. 

 

The project as a whole is delayed by 10 months, as the San Francisco Examiner previously 

reported. The delays impact Chinatown neighbors near that subway station, but the Union Square 

subway station construction is on schedule, according to the SFMTA. 

 

“You need the right mindset to do this,” said John Funghi, the Central Subway’s program 

director. The workers must endure small spaces, dark tunnels, the (distant, but real) threat of gas 

leaks and more hazards found when digging stories deep into the bowels of The City. 

 

On Wednesday, Funghi allowed several media outlets — including the Examiner — to get a taste 

of that work, during a rare tour of the Central Subway construction. 

 

http://www.sfexaminer.com/crews-reach-milestone-construction-central-subway/


Reporters walked through a future entrance to the Union Square station, which rests in its 

parking garage, under the plaza. What now is slats of plywood jury-rigged into a door will soon 

be a full fledged subway station entrance. 

 

Immediately inside, a railing constructed of simple 2-foot-by-4-foot wood, slotted into metal 

posts, was all between reporters and a 40-foot drop below, the least of the impressive heights. 

Peering over, piles of earth littered with blue plastic child-sized swimming pools (to mix 

concrete in), and construction machines, would soon house future escalators down to the station. 

 

Other features were half finished: Sparks flew as workers welded steel at an emergency exit that 

leads to Macy’s men’s store, and a brick wall at the end of the station would soon be knocked 

down to create an underground walkway to BART. 

 

The only way to see the breadth of the work, however, was to walk into the station on the 

extreme sides, on a narrow 2-foot-wide steel catwalk. 

 

Some on the tour experienced a sense of vertigo, as the slight drop opened up into an 80-foot 

chasm to the concrete pouring below. Wide steel pylons, half the width of a car, bridged the 

walls. 

 

Funghi noted that construction underneath San Francisco’s businesses, from Chinatown to Union 

Square, takes skill to undertake and not disturb the surrounding earth. In some portions, the 

excavation of the station skirted just 7 feet away from a BART tunnel — a delicate digging 

procedure, akin to surgery with a jackhammer. 

The station platform stood below, 335 feet long, held by more than 107 cubic yards of poured 

concrete. Workers stay until 11 p.m. some nights, though at the Chinatown Station workers are 

active 24 hours a day to catch up with the recently revealed delay, Funghi said. 

 

Down below, the two tunnel openings to the future Chinatown station could be seen, just a 

stone’s throw from where the last ounces of concrete splashed. 

 

The grey matter gurgled and then rushed out of an oversized hose, the circumference of a jug of 

water. The hose moved with so much power, it had to be tied by rope to beams above, as some 

workers knelt on it, while it wriggled, writhed and bucked beneath them. 

 

It was like a construction rodeo. Instead of bragging rights, however, a station was being built. 

The concrete filled the floor between hundreds of slender steel struts, which criss-crossed in a 

grid at the station’s lowest point, about 105 feet below street-level. Other workers then shoveled 

the concrete, and tamped it down with a tool resembling an overly-wide mop. 

 

“We’ve bottomed out the station,” Funghi said, beaming proudly. 
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VTA Daily News Coverage for Tuesday, July 18, 2017 

1. Roadshow: Highway upgrades for Google’s San Jose campus? That’s unlikely San Jose 

Mercury News 

2. BART officials look for ways to ‘aggressively hire’ police officers San Jose Mercury News 

3. The brainiest train in California SF Chronicle 

4. Caltrans begins modifying roads for self-driving cars Silicon Beat 

5. Bike-share bikes replaced after North Oakland tire slashing San Jose Mercury News 

6. BART tests special entrances for Clipper card holders KGO  

7. Red transit-only lanes have no use in West Portal SF Examiner 

 

Roadshow: Highway upgrades for Google’s San Jose campus? That’s unlikely 
Gary Richards 

San Jose Mercury News 

Q: What are the traffic plans for when Google invades downtown San Jose near the Diridon 

station? … Will Interstate 280 or Highway 87 be widened? … Will they add more parking at the 

Caltrain station? … How about wider city streets? 

Fred Tamblyn, Mike Adams, Deb Lee and plenty more 

A: It’s early in the Google process and premature to say what improvements would be needed 

when 23,000 workers arrive at Google and nearby Adobe. Major highway upgrades are unlikely, 

as transit will be the main path to work. 

BART (by 2025?), Caltrain, light rail, buses, trains from the East Bay (ACE and Amtrak) will all 

be increased and some day high-speed rail will run from the Central Valley through Diridon and 

onto San Francisco. 

Some city streets like the curvy Alma Avenue off-ramp from 87 will be redesigned and in a 

couple of years the Autumn Parkway extension from Julian to San Carlos Street will be under 

construction. 

Transit is a big part of the reason why Google is choosing this particular location. Over the long 

term it will have the most concentrated transit service and connections in the Bay Area. 

But stay tuned for public meetings where you can express your views. 

 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/18/google-adobe-and-apple-_-traffic-a-train/


Q: I’m just waiting for the angry remarks over what Google will mean for traffic. Folks, it will 

finally make downtown San Jose a place where people want to go. Cheers! 

Ralph Wang, San Jose 

A: And don’t forget the building boom on First Street near light rail, where Apple may add 

15,000 jobs in North San Jose. 

 

Q: Glad to see you address construction on Park Avenue between Race Street and Sunol Avenue. 

That is a major route for cyclists heading to the Diridon train station, yet that section requires a 

cyclist to take the lane because it is so narrow, ticking off the majority of motorists. (Not to 

mention the denture-loosening road conditions.) 

 

What’s the plan to address that issue? 

Mary Ellen Cuykendall 

A: Later this year, construction will occur to add bike lanes between Race and Sunol. In early 

2018, those new bike lanes will be enhanced with green pavement markings at signalized 

intersections. 

 

Like Mr. Roadshow’s Facebook page for more questions and answers about Bay Area roads, 

freeways and commuting. 

 

Q: I and so many others like to ride our bicycles along Foothill Expressway. But it is narrow. 

Any plans to make Foothill better? 

Donna Ramirez 

A: Oh, yes. Plans have begun to widen the expressway between El Monte Avenue and San 

Antonio Road to add auxiliary lanes in each direction. This will include 6-foot slots at 

intersections where bicyclists can pull over and wait safely for signal changes, plus sensors to 

create adaptive signal timing for pedestrians at El Monte. 

 

Q: The cows near the Stanford Dish off Interstate 280 are the result of genetic experiments at 

Stanford. Their legs on one side are shorter than their legs on the other side so they can stand on 

the side of the hills. 

Gregory Scott 

A: If it works for the cows, it works for me. 
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BART officials look for ways to ‘aggressively hire’ police officers 
Erin Baldassari 

San Jose Mercury News 

OAKLAND — Faced with rising crime and a more than 20 percent vacancy rate in its police 

department, several BART officials are calling on the agency to do whatever it takes to hire more 

officers and stem crime on the system. 

 

Violent crimes, which include rapes, robberies and aggravated assaults, were up 41 percent in the 

first five months of the year compared to the same time period last year, according to the BART 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/18/bart-officials-look-for-ways-to-aggressively-hire-police-officers/


Police Department. At the same time, property crimes, such as burglaries, theft, auto theft and 

arson, were up 14 percent. 

 

But the agency is also down 39 officers out of a department budgeted for 176, or roughly 21 

percent of its patrol force. That’s a challenge, especially for a district as geographically diverse 

as BART, the agency’s new police Chief Carlos Rojas said in an interview last week. 

 

“We have a system that has over 100 miles of rails, and it covers four counties, soon to be five 

counties,” Rojas said. “So, it’s a very challenging task, and we do need more human resources.” 

 

Several members of BART’s governing board called on the agency to aggressively recruit 

officers and do whatever it can to retain them — including, possibly offering higher pay or other 

perks. The crime spike comes amid public outcry following several high-profile robberies 

involving groups of minors boarding trains. And, it follows a startling increase in the number of 

rapes and sexual batteries reported on BART. 

 

Rebecca Saltzman, who heads the agency’s governing board, said they weren’t always informed 

of trends in certain types of crimes. The board receives a quarterly report, but those reports only 

look at the overall crime level and is often a month or two delayed. She asked the chief to begin 

providing more detailed, monthly reports to the board, which he agreed to do in a memo released 

last week. 

 

But the agency also needs to “aggressively recruit officers,” said BART Director Joel Keller, 

who also helms the Operations, Safety and Workforce Subcommittee. The committee is expected 

to meet Tuesday to discuss officer recruitment and retention tactics. 

 

“We have a systemic and chronic problem with staffing police at BART,” Keller said in an 

interview last week. “And we have a situation where, I think, crime is rising generally in all areas 

of BART, and ridership is going down, and that’s not a shock because people feel less 

comfortable.” 

 

Keller blames a departmental culture that has gone from “aggressive enforcement to 

compassionate enforcement,” which he said was bad for morale. 

 

Meanwhile, BART Director Debora Allen pointed to fare evasion as “the gateway crime” 

leading to more serious offenses on the system. She called on the agency to install taller barriers 

to prevent people from jumping over the short metal fences that bound the paid area of each 

station. One of those taller barriers was unveiled Monday at the Downtown Berkeley station. 

 

But it’s not just BART that’s facing a chronic shortage of officers. Gardena police Chief Edward 

Medrano, president of the California Police Chiefs Association, said the shortage persists 

statewide. With tenured officers retiring at an accelerated rate, competition among departments 

for a small pool of qualified applicants and increased public outcry at the wrongdoing of officers, 

Medrano said the combination of factors has made it increasingly difficult for departments to 

hire and keep officers. 

 



“It’s a trifecta,” Medrano said, “and not a good one.” 
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The brainiest train in California 
Joe Mathews 

San Francisco Chronicle 

My train line is smarter than your train line. 

 

I ride the Brain Train, officially the Los Angeles Metro system’s Gold Line, running from the 

San Gabriel Valley into downtown L.A. and back out again to East L.A. Along the way, it 

connects enough smart institutions to explode stereotypes about public transportation and 

Southern California itself. 

 

Yes, other parts of California may claim brainier trains: The Caltrain commuter rail connects San 

Francisco to Stanford; San Diego is extending its trolley to UC San Diego; and Sonoma and 

Marin counties are about to inaugurate the SMART train (although that’s an acronym, not an 

intelligence claim). 

 

But for L.A. County — where we’re known for our good looks but not for our brains or public 

transportation — the Gold Line is a revelation, linking a startling diversity of intellectual 

institutions. 

 

The Brain Train’s eastern terminus on Atlantic Avenue is within walking distance of East Los 

Angeles College. From there, take the line downtown, where you pass the Japanese American 

National Museum, and SCI-Arc, one of the world’s leading architectural schools. North of 

downtown, one stop, Mount Washington, drops you at the Southwest Museum, a vital archive of 

American Indian history, and another, Highland Park, is a bike ride away from Occidental 

College, one alma mater of President Barack Obama. 

 

When the train enters Pasadena, it goes right through the south campus of ArtCenter College of 

Design, a globally distinguished school, and later stops at Memorial Park, a block from Parsons, 

the leading engineering firm. Then the Gold Line turns east, with stops that are a walk to 

Pasadena City College (among the best in the state at transferring students to four-year 

institutions) and a short bike ride to Caltech, where planets are discovered and Nobel prizes are 

won. Further east, one of the nation’s leading cancer centers, City of Hope, has its own stop on 

the Brain Train in Duarte. 

 

For now, the Gold Line ends at two higher education institutions: Citrus College, which the 

Brookings Institution has called one of America’s best community colleges, and Azusa Pacific, a 

top Christian university. But plans are already afoot to take the Gold Line farther east, eventually 

reaching the University of La Verne and the Claremont colleges, the seven-school consortium. 

 

The Brain Train’s educational resume runs beyond universities. The line runs right through two 

of the state’s top school districts — Arcadia and South Pasadena. The Gold Line also offers 

thought-provoking views of the majestic San Gabriel Mountains and of Mount Wilson 

Observatory, once essential to the study of astronomy. 

http://www.sfchronicle.com/opinion/article/The-brainiest-train-in-California-11287803.php


The Brain Train could get brainier if the transit connection inspires more collaboration between 

Gold Line-adjacent institutions. Some educational institutions are working to enhance the Gold 

Line corridor. ArtCenter, in Pasadena, is preparing a 15-year master plan for a new bikeway and 

student housing with green public spaces, or quads, which would be directly over the rail line, 

linking buildings on either side. 

 

The Gold Line is “our extended classroom,” said Art Center’s Associate Vice President Rollin 

Homer at the 2016 public event. “We’re embracing it — we’re going to live and create alongside 

it.” 

 

The Brain Train is still an urban rail line with typical problems. (I encountered a pile of human 

excrement on a seat one morning, and not long ago assisted a half-dozen fellow passengers in 

subduing an intoxicated rider.) But as someone who grew up in Pasadena before the line arrived 

in 2003, and now lives four blocks from a stop, I love the way the Gold Line connects me to 

familiar places in new ways. 

 

The Brain Train, in other words, can really make you think. 
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Caltrans begins modifying roads for self-driving cars 
Ethan Baron 

Silicon Beat 

In yet another sign of the rapid advance of self-driving technology, California has already started 

adapting roads for autonomous vehicles, a new report says. 

 

Because autonomous and semi-autonomous cars use cameras to “see” road markings, those 

markings are being changed, Caltrans director Malcolm Dougherty told KPCC Southern 

California Public Radio. 

 

“All of our lane lines are going to get thicker,” Dougherty said, according to the station. 

 

“Today our lane lines are only four inches thick. Now every lane line we lie down going forward 

is going to be six inches thick. I’ve already started to see some of this transition.” 

 

Another roadway modification concerns the rounded Botts’ Dots that mark lane divisions and 

make cars go bump when they’re driven over. 

 

“The automated vehicles (AVs) can follow lane lines,” Dougherty said. 

 

“They can’t follow the Botts’ Dots, so we’re actually changing our delineation standards to go 

away from the Botts’ Dots which we’ve been using for decades because AVs have a difficult 

time following those.” 

 

To make California’s 50,000 lane miles of road robot-car ready, the new markings will be put 

down during construction projects and the regular re-striping of roadways, Dougherty said. 

 

http://www.siliconbeat.com/2017/07/17/california-begins-modifying-roads-for-self-driving-cars/


“I would say we would at least prioritize the interstates and freeways and have that done in the 

next two or three years,” he said. 
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Bike-share bikes replaced after North Oakland tire slashing 
George Kelly 

San Jose Mercury News 

OAKLAND — In the first known incident after a bike-share system’s East Bay rollout, all 

bicycles at one station have been replaced after would-be riders reported bicycles’ tires were 

found slashed. 

 

Just before 2:30 p.m. Monday, an Oakland resident tweeted at Ford GoBike’s Twitter account to 

share a friend’s report that tires at the system’s station at Telegraph Avenue and 58th Street had 

been found slashed. 

 

The company’s account thanked the resident for the heads-up, and followed up with a tweet 

announcing the damaged bicycles had all been replaced. 

 

That replacement happened within an hour and a half, Ford GoBike spokesman Paolo Cosulich-

Schwartz said Monday evening. 

 

Although the incident is the first seen in the East Bay, Cosulich-Schwartz said it was not out of 

line with episodes Motivate, Ford GoBike’s parent organization, has seen in other cities’ prior 

rollouts. 

 

“It’s not uncommon for some to do various things to stations once they hit the ground, but 

typically they settle within a couple of weeks,” he said. “As long as we’re taking care of stations, 

it doesn’t happen much after that.” 

 

No word was immediately available late Monday about whether a police report had been filed in 

connection with the incident. 

 

Anyone who wants to report future vandalism episodes can call 855-480-2453 (BIKE). 
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BART tests special entrances for Clipper card holders 
Jonathan Bloom 

KGO, ABC 7 

BERKELEY, Calif. (KGO) -- Just like FasTrak lanes on the Bay Area's bridges, BART is now 

testing a special station entrance just for people with Clipper cards. 
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Red transit-only lanes have no use in West Portal 
Sally Stephens  
SF Examiner 

One size doesn’t always fit all. Most of us know that, but the San Francisco Municipal 

Transportation Agency has yet to learn that lesson. 

 

The SFMTA recently received federal approval to expand red transit-only lanes to 50 streets 

throughout The City. While most are in the highly congested downtown and South of Market 

areas, others are not. 

West Portal Avenue is one of the shortest streets included in the expansion. Two Muni light-rail 

trains and two bus lines travel at least one block on the street. 

 

I go to West Portal nearly every day to shop, eat or meet friends. I see lots of trains and buses, 

but I rarely see one stuck behind a line of cars slowing it down. The trains move easily — 

sometimes, too fast — down the street. So, why does the SFMTA want to put red lanes there? 

 

The Federal Highway Administration considers red transit-only lanes — like those painted on 

Mission Street — to be an “experiment” in speeding up mass transit. Indeed, the proposed 

expansion is also considered an experiment. 

 

A few months ago, the SFMTA released a study of red lanes on three streets in The City’s 

northeast section and declared them a grand success. According to its blog, the SFMTA 

considers red transit-only lanes to be the “new standard” for city streets. 

 

But this new standard may not be a good fit for West Portal. 

 

Only three blocks long on The City’s west side, the street doesn’t carry heavy rush-hour traffic. 

It’s not highly congested. So it’s unlikely the red lanes would significantly speed up the trains. 

Indeed, what slows them down is when they have to wait for pedestrians to cross the street. Red 

lanes won’t change that at all. 

 

In addition, most streets with red lanes have stoplights at intersections, which speeds up the 

movement of cars in the single remaining lane. But one of the two intersections on West Portal is 

a four-way stop. I can only imagine the long line of cars that will be waiting to cross the 

intersection in the one remaining lane if this plan goes through. 

 

During the day, nearly all available parking spaces on the street are in use. With only one lane 

available, anyone waiting for another car to back out of a parking spot, so they can pull in, will 

block the rest of the car traffic. Now, imagine this happening over and over, up and down the 

street, and it seems a recipe for congestion where there currently is none. 

 

On West Portal, the light-rail tracks are located in the left lanes. Thus, red lanes would likely 

require “No Left Turn” signs on the street. This will be problematic for all the people who drive 

north onto West Portal, from Junipero Serra or Sloat boulevards, to get to their homes, nearly all 

of which are to the left of the street. 

http://www.sfexaminer.com/red-transit-lanes-no-use-west-portal/


The SFMTA might have realized this if they had talked to anyone familiar with West Portal. But 

there was no outreach done to any residents or businesses before SFMTA staff added the street to 

the expansion request they submitted to the federal government. 

 

Merchants on Mission Street reported a significant drop in visits from drivers after red lanes 

were painted there. Many, if not most, people who shop or eat on West Portal drive there from 

nearby neighborhoods. Because of the surrounding hills, walking or biking isn’t always a viable 

option to get there. A significant drop in business from drivers would be devastating to the 

merchants and restaurants on West Portal. 

 

While red transit-only lanes may make sense on longer, highly congested streets — especially 

those with large increases in traffic during rush hours — they don’t make sense on a short, non-

congested, non-rush-hour-heavy street like West Portal. There’s no reason to apply a downtown 

solution to a neighborhood shopping village. 

You might say, the red lanes are just an “experiment.” In San Francisco, however, “experiments” 

and “pilot projects,” once started, are rarely undone. 

 

Is the SFMTA “experimenting” with red transit-only lanes on inappropriate streets just to see 

what happens? Residents, merchants and their customers will have to stand up and tell the 

SFMTA that red lanes won’t look good on West Portal. 
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From: Board Secretary  
Sent: Friday, July 21, 2017 8:35 AM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: July 19-20, 2017 Media Clips 
 

 

VTA Daily News Coverage for July 19-20, 2017 

1. BART Transit Village KPIX 

2. VTA pulls plans to build near Branham light rail San Jose Mercury News 

3. Roadshow: Higher taxes should bring out the road pavers soon San Jose Mercury News 

4. Roadshow: Why would a driver with HOV stickers avoid the carpool lane? San Jose 

Mercury News  

5. Many BART trains equipped with cameras with ’70s technology SF Chronicle 

6. After criticism, BART resumes providing riders daily crime log SF Gate 

7. BART’s new fleet to start rolling out on mainline tracks; no passengers yet San Jose 

Mercury News 

8. Not a Mirage: New BART Cars Appear During Evening Commute KQED 

9. SF to convert up to 1,000 parking spaces into car-sharing spots SF Examiner 

10. SFMTA must get back on track — too many project delays SF Chronicle 

11. Bay Area Navigates Regional Bike-Share Expansion Public CEO 

12. Commentary: Bill would give Caltrain permanent financial stability San Jose Mercury 

News 

13. Legislators should vote to help sustain Caltrain SF Chronicle 

14. Supervisors vent frustrations over reportedly slow, unnecessary roadwork SF Examiner 

15. Park It: Electric bikes allowed on three East Bay trails East Bay Times 

16. SF seeks funding for wheelchair accessible car-shares SF Examiner 

 

BART Transit Village 
Len Ramirez 

KPIX CBS Channel 5 
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VTA pulls plans to build near Branham light rail 
Julia Baum 

San Jose Mercury News 

The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority has pulled plans for now to build a high-

density, mixed-use project near the Branham light rail station. 

 

The VTA wants to wait until a traffic study on the Highway 87 corridor is finished. 

 

In March the VTA asked San Jose officials to amend the city’s General Plan so it could develop 

a 3-acre parcel at 4747 Narvaez Ave., which currently serves as the agency’s parking lot. 

 

“While the SR 87 corridor study moves forward, VTA is withdrawing the General Plan 

Amendment application for the property at the Branham light rail lot for this year’s cycle but will 

preserve the possibility of reapplying next year,” spokeswoman Stacey Hendler Ross said in a 

written statement. The study will examine traffic congestion that has plagued the area around the 

Highway 87/Capitol Expressway/Narvaez on-ramp for years. 

 

Previous development proposals have met with resistance from neighbors who felt area traffic 

and parking problems were ignored. Narvaez is a narrow two-lane street, they noted, and one 

project’s developer didn’t provide even basic details such as the number or height of proposed 

buildings. 

 

When VTA’s application was filed recently, San Jose City Councilman Johnny Khamis said he 

would demand it address traffic around the northbound on-ramp to Highway 87 near the site 

before he would even consider a land use amendment. 

 

Frustrated by broken promises to fix the signal light queue and tackle traffic backups on the on-

ramp, Khamis said in an interview that neighbors are already unhappy with congestion 

exacerbated from a new development nearby on Communications Hill and fear the problem 

could worsen. 

 

“There was supposed to be some fixing of the on-ramp situation, which still hasn’t happened,” 

Khamis said. “I let VTA know that they would have big opposition, including myself, to 

developing that property…without traffic mitigation measures at least started. 

 

“To change the zoning to housing before we address the traffic concerns, it seemed irresponsible 

to me,” he added. 

 

Using shoulder lanes as flex commute lanes to alleviate backups on Highway 87 is one possible 

solution Khamis said he supports, noting that VTA is considering that as part of its study. He 

said the study will help VTA and city staff explore potential traffic mitigation measures at the 

Highway 87/Capitol/Narvaez on-ramp and should be done by the end of the year. 

 

The development project isn’t permanently off the table. According to the VTA, “If a project is 

proposed after the study of 87 is complete, a community meeting will be held to discuss any 

specifics and get input from the neighbors.” 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/19/vta-pulls-plans-to-build-near-branham-light-rail/
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Roadshow: Higher taxes should bring out the road pavers soon 
Gary Richards 

San Jose Mercury News 

Q: Why are our roads not improving? I am still swerving around the same potholes that have 

been around since winter. With the money from the new gas tax starting soon, why is nothing 

happening while the weather is favorable? 

Jim Wissick, San Jose 

A: Soon, work will begin. California’s 12-cent-a-gallon gas tax kicks in Nov. 1, with $3.2 billion 

for pavement repairs annually. Along with that comes a promise from Malcolm-the-Caltrans 

boss: “We need to step on the gas and get the projects out.” 

In addition, cities in Santa Clara County are a few weeks away from deciding what local streets 

will be fixed with the Measure B tax that was approved last November and went into effect April 

1. San Jose is setting aside millions for neighborhood streets left untouched for more than a 

decade. 

 

Q: When is Interstate 80 going to be repaved between Rodeo and Richmond? 

Dominic Lattanzi 

A: If there are no hiccups, paving should be under way by early fall. 

 

Q: I have an idea. I, among others, don’t like added taxes to repair roads, but I was just hit with a 

$600 bill to replace a bent rim that I must have hit on any of the more-than-I-can-count potholes 

between Castro Valley and San Jose. I know many others have similar charges. 

 

It would be interesting to ask people to submit what they are paying to repair cars in the last year 

damaged by unmaintained roads. I will soon be adding a new windshield due to numerous stone 

hits. You can come up with a total paid by Roadshow readers alone. It would take quite a few 

gallons of the looming 12-cent-a-gallon gas tax to pay off the $600 I am now out. 

Bob Weisman 

A: Undoubtedly. 

 

Q: I was driving my BMW on Interstate 280 near Seventh Street in San Jose last Friday when I 

came upon many 2- to 3-foot- long, 4-inch-wide wood pieces scattered across several lanes, 

damaging my new tires, wheels and suspension parts. 

 

How do I find out what this debris was from? And should this be reported to the police? 

Lynn Waters 

A: Call a CHP field office and your insurance agent. 

 

Q: The following seems to be one of the great road mysteries of the Bay Area. In April, I noticed 

long backups every weekend on approaches to the Richmond Bridge, toward Marin. Backups 

continue through early afternoon. 

 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/19/bringing-out-the-road-pavers/


Beginning in the late afternoon, the situation reverses, with similar long backups on approaches 

to the East Bay. I inquired with the CHP about this, but they’re clueless as to what weekend 

Marin attraction is causing weekly backups. Any ideas? 

John Luvaro, Walnut Creek 

A: A few. The warmer weather has more people heading to wine country, traffic to nearby 

Highway 101 and Interstate 580 is terrible and during the summer the number of toll-takers may 

be reduced. But there are more storm clouds looming. The opening of a planned third lane may 

not occur in November as recently announced but next March instead. 

 

Q: I am pretty sure the Dumbarton Bridge is three lanes wide from Interstate 880 to Menlo Park 

and not two lanes. Who is right? 

Mike Smith and more 

 

A: You are. 
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Roadshow: Why would a driver with HOV stickers avoid the carpool lane? 
Gary Richards 

San Jose Mercury News 

Q Your response to those who are irritated by cars with HOV stickers not taking advantage of 

the perk missed two important points. My wife has green stickers on her car and doesn’t always 

jump into the carpool lane for two safety reasons. 

 

First, if she is only going a short distance on the highway she won’t cross multiple lanes of 

traffic to get into the HOV lane and then have to cross multiple lanes again to exit. Lane changes 

on California highways can be a harrowing experience. 

 

Second, if the speed in the HOV lane is above the posted speed limit or at a speed she feels is 

uncomfortable she won’t get into the HOV lane. 

 

Pete Henderson, Fremont 

A Your wife is a savvy driver. Others should follow her habits. 

 

Q You published a letter from Rena Segovia regarding HOV cars with stickers running slower in 

non-HOV lanes and your response was, “Going slower means they may be trying to extend their 

battery range.” 

 

While I drive the most hated vehicle on the road, a Prius V, I also cannot tolerate people driving 

slower to extend their mileage or battery range. If your desire is to increase your range or 

mileage, move to a lane that is traveling at your speed or slower. 

 

I am not so intent on getting the maximum mileage that I impede traffic, regardless of speed. I 

always flow with the traffic of the lane I’m in. 

Steve Travis, Ben Lomond 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/20/roadshow-why-some-drivers-with-hov-stickers-avoid-the-carpool-lane/


A Steve, you and Mrs. Henderson are reducing so much road rage. Road boulders rank high on 

the list of pet peeves across the nation. 

 

Q Regarding hybrid vehicles and EVs with carpool stickers not using the HOV lane, it could 

easily be due to few entry and exit points. When I take Washington Boulevard to Interstate 680 

south in Fremont in my electric Bolt, I have to drive over a mile before I can legally enter the 

HOV lane. 

 

Likewise, if I plan on exiting 680 onto Scott Creek Road, I can’t use the HOV lane at all because 

the next break is at Highway 237 in Milpitas. 

Bill Mattos, Fremont 

A This will eventually change. In a few years, drivers will be able to enter or exit the 680 carpool 

lane at almost any location. That will be true on almost all carpool-to-express lane conversions. 

 

Q Mr. Roadshow, enough with the Prius praise. Probably the worst drivers on the planet, 

excluding BMW drivers. I will now be using your column to light my barbecue. 

Keith Wilson, Mountain View 

A With the recent heat waves and frequent Spare the Air days, we should not be barbecuing. So 

don’t torch my column! Please. 
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Many BART trains equipped with cameras with ’70s technology 
Sarah Ravani and Michael Cabanatuan 

San Francisco Chronicle 

All of BART’s rail cars may be outfitted with working cameras, but more than 100 of them 

feature technology that was current in the 1970s — including some still using the Betamax 

format, The Chronicle has learned. 

 

BART officials say that all of the cameras work, produce usable video and are regularly 

inspected and replaced when needed. But the officials can’t project when — if ever — they’ll all 

be replaced. 

 

A video security expert said the older cameras, which record using the VHS and Beta formats, 

are not only outdated but also produce poor-quality video. The tapes, cameras and viewers all 

degrade as they’re used. 

 

“Tapes just get worse with age,” said Doug Carner, a digital forensic analyst. “It’s just a terrible 

medium.” 

 

News of the old cameras came Tuesday as BART officials, facing mounting criticism, moved to 

become more forthcoming about crime, reinstating a daily public police log and deciding to 

create a policy on when they will release video captured by BART cameras. 

 

http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Many-BART-trains-still-equipped-with-cameras-from-11298171.php


BART began the $1.42 million effort to replace fake cameras inside its rail cars after an 

investigation by The Chronicle after a January 2016 fatal shooting near the West Oakland Station 

revealed that more than two-thirds of the cameras were decoys. What appeared to be video units 

were just empty camera housings with blinking lights intended to deter criminals. 

 

BART vowed to have four working cameras in each of its 669 rail cars by July 1 and beat that 

deadline by three days. Alicia Trost, a spokeswoman for the agency, said 555 of the cars have 

new digital cameras and recording units. But 114 are still outfitted with older devices, which 

include 17 VHS and 97 Beta cameras. 

 

Trost said the older cameras are replaced when they’re no longer producing useful images. Each 

camera is inspected when a car is brought in for routine maintenance, and is replaced if it’s not 

working. Units are also replaced when police attempt to view a tape and find it unusable, she 

said. 

 

Carner said replacing the older cameras would yield better images and spare BART the cost of 

maintaining outdated equipment. 

 

“It’s a terrible mistake to stay with VHS” and Beta, he said. 

 

Early Tuesday, BART police resumed emailing a daily public police log to subscribers. It had 

been replaced about a month ago with an online crime mapping system that offered virtually no 

details on incidents. The reinstatement of the public log followed weeks of criticism from the 

media and members of the BART Board of Directors. 

 

A couple of hours after the crime log’s return, three directors on the board’s Operations, Safety 

and Worforce Committee agreed that BART should create a policy governing when video 

captured by the system’s extensive network of cameras should be made available to the public. 

 

BART police already have a policy, said Director Joel Keller, but the agency as a whole needs 

one as well. 

 

The issue of releasing video garnered attention — and criticism — when the transit agency 

refused to make public footage of an April 22 incident at Coliseum Station in which 40 to 60 

youths swarmed a train and assaulted and robbed passengers. 

 

Keller said the board needs to establish a consistent standard for when it will and won’t make 

video from cameras in BART’s trains, stations, parking lots and other facilities public. The 

committee will start discussing the policy next month and will eventually present it to the Board 

of Directors for approval. 

 

“These decisions shouldn’t be made on a case-by-case basis,” he said. “They should be set on a 

standard criteria.” 

BART Police Chief Carlos Rojas has said that the department does not release video that has the 

potential to interfere with the investigation or prosecution of cases. Police release video when 

they believe the public can assist in identifying suspects, he said, but not for entertainment. 



 

Director Debora Allen has criticized that decision, saying the public could learn how to avoid 

being victimized by watching the videos of crimes. 

 

Rusty Stapp, one of the victims of the April 22 attack at the Coliseum Station, has seen the video 

of the mob robbery, and agrees. Stapp, 52, of Dublin, who is suing BART over the incident, 

attended Tuesday’s committee meeting. 

 

“I don’t think making the public better aware is a bad thing,” he said. “It is saddening right now 

not to see more proactive work by BART to protect its ridership, which is going down.” 

 

The meeting came a day after BART released data showing an increase in sex crimes on its 

property over the first six months of the year. 

 

In the report to the FBI, BART police reported that seven rapes occurred on the system’s 

property through the end of June, compared with four over the same period in 2016, three in 

2015 and two in 2014. 

 

The number of sexual assaults also rose, with 28 reported through June 30 compared with 28 in 

all of 2016 and 16 in the entirety of 2015, according to BART. 

 

Figures requested by The Chronicle after the Coliseum mob robbery showed a 45 percent 

increase in robberies aboard BART trains and in its stations during the first quarter of the year. 

 

Following the robbery, Rojas, who was sworn in as BART’s police chief in late May, had been 

under scrutiny for deciding to eliminate the daily police crime log, which provided a brief 

narrative of crime incidents, including whether arrests were made. 

 

Last month, BART replaced the crime log with a website called CrimeMapping.com, which 

offered scant information on crimes that occurred throughout the system. But on Tuesday, Bevan 

Dufty, a BART board director, said the daily crime log was back “effective immediately.” 

 

“I have been in constant communication with the general manager advocating for restoration (of 

the crime logs) and feeling as though BART is taking a hit from not being transparent,” Dufty 

said. “We need to be open. Our focus needs to be on recruiting more officers and not curtailing 

information.” 

 

A number of other directors said they lobbied for a return of the log, and Rojas said the decision 

was made in response to criticism from board members and the public. 

 

“I listened to the feedback and people were interested in getting that narrative. Is it the most 

efficient use of our lieutenants? No, but people want it,” Rojas said outside the BART 

boardroom in Oakland. 

 

He said he is working with Crime Mapping officials to add more information to the site. 

 



The online Crime Mapping site, which BART says it will continue to use, has meager 

information that includes the type of crime, date, time and location. 

 

On Monday night, a man was robbed of his laptop and cell phone after being beaten by four 

males on a train at the Bay Fair Station in San Leandro, BART police wrote in the first crime log 

email sent in more than a month. 

 

The thieves, who were not further described, punched and kicked the victim before robbing him, 

police said. They ran out of the station and were not arrested. The victim, who was not identified, 

was taken to a hospital and treated for facial cuts and swelling, officials said. 

 

On July 5, BART spokesman Taylor Huckaby said that the move to the Crime Mapping website 

ensured “absolute” transparency. But many criticized the agency for the lack of information 

available on the site. 

 

Despite widespread concern about crime on the transit system, Rojas said that overall crime on 

BART “is very low.” 

 

“If we were compared with cities with populations equal to the number of people who ride 

BART,” Rojas said, “we would do very well.” 
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After criticism, BART resumes providing riders daily crime log 
Sarah Ravani  

SF Gate 

BART resumed providing the public with daily crime logs Tuesday morning after weeks of 

criticism over why the agency replaced the updates with an interactive website that gave minimal 

details of incidents. 

 

The move by the Bay Area Rapid Transit system came a day after it released data showing a 

significant increase in sex crimes on its property over the first six months of the year. 

 

Last month, BART replaced the crime log with a website called CrimeMapping.com, which 

offered scant information on crimes that occurred throughout the system. But on Tuesday, Bevan 

Dufty, a BART board director, said the daily crime log was back “effective immediately.” 

 

“I have been in constant communication with the general manager advocating for restoration (of 

the crime logs) and feeling as though BART is taking a hit from not being transparent,” Dufty 

said. “We need to be open. Our focus needs to be on recruiting more officers and not curtailing 

information.” 

 

The online Crime Mapping site had meager information that included type of crime, date, time 

and location. The crime logs includes whether arrests have been made and more of a narrative of 

what occurred during the crime. 

 

http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/After-criticism-BART-resumes-providing-riders-11297060.php


On Monday night, a man was robbed of his laptop and cell phone after being beaten by four male 

suspects on a train at the Bay Fair BART station in San Leandro, BART police wrote in the first 

crime log email sent in over a month. 

 

The thieves, who were not identified, punched and kicked the victim before robbing him, police 

said. They ran out of the station and were not arrested. The victim, who was also not identified, 

was taken to a hospital and treated for facial cuts and swelling, officials said. 

 

On July 5, BART spokesman Taylor Huckaby said that the move to the Crime Mapping website 

ensured “absolute” transparency. But many criticized the agency for the lack of information 

available on the website. 

The return of the crime log comes after BART reported an increase of rapes and other sexual 

crimes in the first six months of the year to the FBI. BART police reported that seven rapes 

occurred on the system’s property through the end of June, compared to four over the same 

period in 2016, three in 2015 and two in 2014. 

 

The number of sexual assaults also rose with 28 reported through June 30 compared to 28 in all 

of 2016 and 16 in the entirety of 2015, according to BART. 

 

“It’s a small number, but still unacceptable,” Dufty said, adding that the dissemination of the 

crime logs will allow BART riders to be more aware. 

 

As BART officials continue to stress that crime rates remain relatively low, there has been 

significant concern among users since The Chronicle reported that 40 to 60 youths swarmed a 

train at Coliseum Station in Oakland on April 22, robbing and attacking passengers. 

 

Since the robbery, Carlos Rojas, who was sworn in as BART’s new police chief in late May, has 

been under scrutiny for deciding to eliminate the daily police log. 

 

Figures requested by The Chronicle after the mob robbery showed a 45 percent increase in 

robberies aboard BART trains and in its stations during the first quarter of the year. 
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BART’s new fleet to start rolling out on mainline tracks; no passengers yet 
Erin Baldassari 

San Jose Mercury News 

BART’s shiny new train cars will start rolling out onto the system’s main tracks beginning this 

week, marking a new milestone in testing for the new fleet, officials said Tuesday. 

 

The agency is in the process of replacing its 669 train cars with 775 new ones, a $2.6 billion 

effort to improve the reliability of the aging vehicles, increase capacity and improve riders’ 

experience. 

 

Engineers have been running the first 10-car train on the tracks at night for testing and had 

planned to see how it behaved alongside BART’s current trains by the end of March or early 

April, but testing hiccups slowed those efforts. In late April, the test train broke down at Lake 

Merritt station, snarling the morning commute. 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/18/barts-new-fleet-to-start-rolling-out-on-mainline-tracks-no-passengers-yet/


 

BART had planned to have 60 new train cars in service by the end of the year, but engineers 

have since revised that estimate to 35. As of Tuesday, that’s still the agency’s plan, which is 

dependent on this phase of testing, said BART spokesman Taylor Huckaby. 

 

“We do not have a set time frame for testing periods as the overall length is subject to change 

based on findings discovered during the process,” he said. 

 

BART patrons may see the full 10-car test train, or a shorter version with fewer cars, since 

BART may use some of the new cars for operator training, Huckaby said. 

 

Only BART employees will be able to board the new train, as it has not yet been certified to 

carry passengers. The train will run with an “Out of Service” message on it and the platform 

destination signs will read, “Test Train — Do Not Board.” 

 

The train might stop at stations and even open its doors, depending on the type of test being 

performed, BART officials said. But it’s significant milestone because it marks the final phase of 

testing before BART gives the OK to ramp up delivery of “production vehicles,” or the train cars 

that have incorporated all the changes identified during the testing phase. 

 

Several of those production vehicles are being assembled now and are undergoing climate testing 

in Canada, Huckaby said. 

 

They are expected to be delivered in September, he said. 
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Not a Mirage: New BART Cars Appear During Evening Commute 
Dan Brekke     

KQED 

Here’s proof that not every BART story needs to focus on squalor in the stations or questions 

about crime on the system. 

 

Monday evening, near the tail end of the evening commute, a neighbor who rides to and from 

BART’s Warm Springs Station texted a couple of pictures of something that all BART patrons 

are waiting for: the agency’s new “Fleet of the Future” train cars. 

 

Spoiler alert: You can’t ride on the cars yet. But read on. 

 

Our neighbor/informant said the train came down the line from Fremont, meaning it had been 

traveling BART’s main line during regular business hours — an apparent first. 

 

BART spokeswoman Alicia Trost confirmed Tuesday that the train’s appearance at Warm 

Springs was not a mirage. 

 

https://ww2.kqed.org/news/2017/07/18/bart-fleet-of-the-future-cars-sighted-warm-springs/


“We have expanded the (testing) hours and we are testing on the main line during regular hours,” 

Trost said in an email. 

 

For now, she added, six of the 10 cars from manufacturer Bombardier have been approved to roll 

on the main line, and all 10 should be available for use during regular hours by the end of July. 

 

When will you, the paying BART public, get to ride on the new cars? 

 

“We are still in testing,” Trost said. “Once all testing is complete we can provide an update on 

when we can carry passengers.” 

 

Translation: There’s no firm date yet. (From BART: More details on the testing process.) 

 

Quebec-based Bombardier is under contract to build 775 cars at a factory in Plattsburgh, New 

York, on Lake Champlain. And yes, the Twitterverse reports, more cars are already on their way. 
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SF to convert up to 1,000 parking spaces into car-sharing spots 
Joe Fitzgerald Rodriguez 

San Francisco Examiner 

Car-sharing parking spaces are no longer an experiment in San Francisco; they’re fully legal — 

and soon, may occupy as many as 1,000 existing parking spaces in The City. 

 

The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency Board of Directors voted on Tuesday to 

approve a full permit program for car-sharing, including making regular parking spaces 

designated for shared vehicles only. 

Those 1,000 former private car parking spaces may now house shared cars from fleets like 

private vehicle share companies Getaround or Zipcar, which offers cars to be “shared,” or rented, 

by customers. 

 

“What spots are being taken away from the public to make way for these cars?” SFMTA board 

member Art Torres asked. 

 

Andy Thornley, an SFMTA senior analyst, responded that any public parking space in San 

Francisco with a grey curb, except metered spaces, is fair game. 

 

The SFMTA started the pilot to grant car-share companies public parking spaces in 2013 with 

about 200 spaces. The result of the pilot is extensive data that Thornley presented to make his 

case to the board. 

 

And while the SFMTA approved up to 1,000 parking spaces for vehicle sharing, Thornley 

cautioned it was unlikely all of those would be used in the near future. Those spaces would be 

chosen through a public process, including crowdsourcing opinions from the public, with final 

approval tentatively scheduled for the fall. 

 

http://www.sfexaminer.com/sf-convert-1000-parking-spaces-car-sharing-spots/


“For your information and the public’s information, we’re setting a cap of 1,000,” Thornely told 

the board, adding, “I think it’s unlikely we’ll get to 400 [spaces] in the next several years.” 

 

Though that may irk some drivers, car-sharing may ultimately reduce car ownership, SFMTA 

staff wrote in a report, finding that about 60,000 additional vehicles could be on city streets if 

car-sharing did not exist in San Francisco. 

 

SFMTA staff noted that there are 140,000 car-share members in San Francisco. In surveys to 

those customers, as many as 23,000 car-owners said they may have sold their cars due to vehicle-

sharing services. 

Some members of the public spoke out against the proposal, citing a corporate giveaway. 

 

“I’m of the mind The City should not dole out the commons for private use,” said Bruce Wolfe, 

who is a member of some neighborhood groups but was speaking as an individual. 

“I think this is gross, to me,” he said. 

 

San Francisco resident Patrick Maley said he also felt it was a giveaway to private corporations, 

adding, “They’ll make a lot of profit off these. They should be using a private lot.” 

 

Data compiled by the SFMTA showed on-street parking spaces were shared by an average of 19 

different people each month and used for an average of six hours per day, far more often than 

privately owned cars were used. 

 

“Each permitted parking space served many people, rather than just one private vehicle at a 

time,” SFMTA staff wrote. 

 

The cost of car-share parking space permits will vary between sections of The City. The inner 

urban core, including downtown, will cost $234 per parking space, per month. A slice of San 

Francisco in the center of The City will cost $156 per space, and the outer neighborhoods in the 

west and south will cost companies $54 per space, per month. 

 

“We did this to make sure every neighborhood had access to this,” Thornely explained, so “folks 

in the Bayview, the Excelsior and the Sunset had access.” 

 

While the SFMTA board vote is mostly final, a full vote by the Board of Supervisors is still 

required to finalize some changes to transportation code, including changing language for 

parking infractions from describing a “car-share” space to a “shared vehicle” space. 
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SFMTA must get back on track — too many project delays 
Rachel Hyden 

San Francisco Chronicle 

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency: Take control, take responsibility, provide 

transparency, find solutions, win riders back. 

 

http://www.sfchronicle.com/opinion/openforum/article/SFMTA-must-get-back-on-track-too-many-project-11297686.php


What you learn when working on large infrastructure projects: on time, on scope, on budget. 

 

If you are on time, but not on budget, it’s a no-go. 

 

If you are on budget, but the scope has diminished, it is also a fail. 

 

And around the three-legged stool you go. 

 

Clearly, SFMTA has not yet learned this fundamental infrastructure mantra, and seems to think 

that having one-third of the trifecta is enough. SFMTA, with its history of project delays, needs 

to get its house in order, make sure there’s transparency and accountability with the public, and 

start winning back the confidence of riders. San Franciscans will not be convinced the money is 

well spent when these projects constantly fall behind schedule. 

 

Just last week, it came to light that construction of the Central Subway is 10 months behind 

schedule because of conflicts with the contractor. But it is on budget — or so the SFMTA has 

said. This delay is the latest in a slew of mismanaged projects: 

 

•Last month, SFMTA announced that the Twin Peaks Tunnel upgrade would be delayed a year 

due to “scheduling issues.” 

 

•Sunset Tunnel was completed after overshooting its schedule by two whole years. 

 

•And the Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit project, less than one year into a three-year construction 

phase, is already five months behind schedule. 

 

We recognize that huge construction projects are complex, and we’re grateful the SFMTA is 

investing in transportation infrastructure improvements. At least Gov. Jerry Brown has not had to 

declare a state of emergency for public transit as New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo did for New 

York City subways last month. But seriously, these delays have got to stop. 

 

Much blame for the Central Subway lag emanates from the contractor-SFMTA relationship. 

SFMTA and contractor Tutor Perini are in mediation to sort out what the cause of the delay even 

is. They need a mediator for this? How did the relationship degrade to this point? Do folks at 

SFMTA and Tutor Perini talk to each other during the course of doing business together? Please 

don’t let it be “the paperwork” that caused this. 

 

On behalf of all the stranded riders (and potential riders) in San Francisco’s southeast 

communities, waiting for years for the unfulfilled promises of the T Line, we can’t accept 

another delay. 

 

This delay is unacceptable for the Chinatown riders. 

 

This delay is unacceptable for the merchants, neighbors and workers along Fourth Street in 

South of Market, in Union Square and Chinatown, who have been putting up with the noise, 



dust, detours, closed-lane bottlenecks, temporary bus stops and unusable sidewalks for more than 

five years (which feels like more than a decade). 

 

SFMTA and Tutor Perini need to stop pointing fingers and get to work finding solutions. 

Providing financial support for affected merchants is absolutely a step in the right direction. A 

storm is brewing, and it’s time for the agency to use the rainy day fund set aside to get this work 

done. On time. On scope. On budget. 
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Bay Area Navigates Regional Bike-Share Expansion 
Josh Cohen 

Public CEO 

On June 28, San Francisco’s Bay Area Bike Share became Ford GoBike. With the relaunch 

comes plans for a massive expansion that will eventually total 7,000 bikes in cities throughout 

the region. Last week, the East Bay got its first phase with 450 bikes at 43 stations in Oakland, 

Emeryville and Berkeley. 

 

GoBike is a public-private partnership between Motivate — the bike-share company behind Citi 

Bike, Hubway, Capital Bikeshare, Divvy and many others — and the Metropolitan 

Transportation Commission (MTC), the Bay Area’s regional transportation planning agency. 

Ford is the title sponsor. 

 

There are now at least 119 bike-share systems in the U.S. Though the basic operating principles 

have remained the same as the concept has spread from city to city over the past decade, new 

systems have learned from the mistakes of their predecessors. Whether it’s pricing, station 

layout, or the amount of time users get to ride for their money, newer systems seem to get more 

things right from the get-go. 

 

GoBike has certainly learned lessons about making bike-share available to a broader range of 

users than the white men with white-collar jobs who typically ride. (According to a 2015 UC 

Berkeley report on Bay Area Bike Share members, 70 percent were white, 75 percent male, and 

80 percent had an annual salary of $75,000 or more.) 

 

GoBike launched with several equity initiatives including a $5, first-year annual membership for 

low-income residents (after the first year, low-income memberships are $5 per month); cash 

payment options for residents without credit cards; and a commitment to placing 35 percent of 

the stations in “communities of concern.” MTC defines communities of concern as census tracts 

that meet a certain threshold of minority and low-income residents, limited English proficiency, 

zero-vehicle households, cost-burdened renters and other factors. 
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Commentary: Bill would give Caltrain permanent financial stability 

Jeff Gee, Tom Nolan and Perry Woodward 

San Jose Mercury News 

http://www.publicceo.com/2017/07/bay-area-navigates-regional-bike-share-expansion/
http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/19/commentary-bill-would-give-caltrain-permanent-financial-stability/


As current and former chairs of the Caltrain board of directors, we are happy and thankful that 

state Sen. Jerry Hill has introduced a bill to address Caltrain’s longstanding need for a 

permanent, dedicated funding source. 

 

Every year, the absence of a dedicated source of funding threatens Caltrain service levels, defers 

essential maintenance, and risks driving people back to their cars with disastrous effects to an 

already unacceptable level of traffic congestion. 

 

San Francisco, San Mateo and Santa Clara counties make up an extraordinary corridor of 

innovation, education, economic vitality and quality of life. Caltrain is the spine of this corridor. 

As our economy and communities have grown and Caltrain has implemented more and faster 

service, train ridership has exploded. 

 

Moving forward, Caltrain is undertaking a transformational project to move the railroad into the 

21st century, providing a fully electrified system that will mean more trains, running more 

frequently and with a dramatic reduction in greenhouse gases. Electrification will allow Caltrain 

to almost double passenger capacity. 

 

Today, the farebox covers about 70 percent of Caltrain operations and maintenance needs, 

leaving a substantial funding gap to be covered by Caltrain’s partners — the San Francisco 

Municipal Transportation Authority, the San Mateo County Transit District and the Santa Clara 

Valley Transportation Authority.  Year after year, these already cash-strapped agencies struggle 

to pay their shares, putting Caltrain in a fiscal straitjacket at a time when the railroad should be 

growing to meet growing demand. 

 

While electrification creates the potential to add Caltrain service throughout the corridor, we still 

have to fix Caltrain’s fundamental financial problems. Traffic continues to worsen, creating 

frustrations and delays, stress and expense. Caltrain is an essential part of the solution to the 

congestion that plagues us all. 

 

Hill’s legislation is a long-awaited step toward financial stability for Caltrain.  To be successful, 

a solution needs to be supported by a unified coalition of public and private interests. This urgent 

need for a unified coalition is already evident in the lineup of co-authors – the entire state 

legislative delegation representing the three Caltrain counties. 

 

The proposed legislation lays out a process for broad engagement and consensus building 

throughout all three counties and requires approvals by appropriate public agencies in order to 

ensure fiscal responsibility and equity.  The temptation is to rush ahead, but we want to do this 

right the first time, without delaying unnecessarily.  It is likely we will get only one chance to 

seek voter approval, and we must be successful. 

 

There are also a number of efforts under way to put local measures on the ballot to tackle other 

transportation and traffic congestion issues resulting from our economic growth and job creation, 

including in San Mateo County, San Francisco and throughout the Bay Area region. Proceeding 

in partnership means taking into account all of our local and regional transportation needs. 

 



 

The question is not if we ask voters to permanently fund Caltrain, but when is the best time to 

ask voters to assure Caltrain can survive and thrive in the coming decades. We support the bill 

and look forward to working with all of the public agencies, stakeholders and communities to 

improve the commute and quality of life for residents and maintain a strong local economy for 

the companies that call this corridor home. 
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Legislators should vote to help sustain Caltrain 
San Francisco Chronicle 

Anyone who doubts the value of supporting a venerable commuter train system between San 

Jose and San Francisco should spend a little time on Highway 101. Actually, anyone who 

manages to spend just a little time on Highway 101, where traffic quagmires are routine, should 

consider himself or herself lucky. 

 

Imagine what that 50-mile stretch would be like without Caltrain, which carries 62,000 

passengers on weekday commutes, when it runs at 125 percent of capacity. 

 

Fortunately, expansion is on the horizon with the Trump administration’s recent decision to 

release a $647 million federal grant as the last funding piece that will upgrade the trains from 

diesel to electric power. The electrification project is projected to nearly double Caltrain’s 

passenger capacity. Gov. Jerry Brown, Sen. Dianne Feinstein and political and business leaders 

from the Bay Area deserve great credit for pressing U.S. Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao to 

free up that federal contribution to complement the local, regional and state funds that are going 

into the project. 

 

Yet Caltrain still needs to upgrade something else: its revenue reliability. 

 

Caltrain’s operating budget is dependent on a highly unusual arrangement in which its funding 

partners in San Francisco, Santa Clara and San Mateo counties make annual contributions based 

on ridership. This injects unacceptable volatility into a system that is so essential to the region. 

 

As a more stable alternative, Sen. Jerry Hill, D-San Mateo, has authored SB797, which would 

give the three counties in Caltrain’s domain the authority to ask voters for an eighth-cent sale tax 

to raise about $100 million a year. That would cover the annual contributions by those three 

counties, while leaving up to $70 million a year for maintenance and new infrastructure. 

 

“Even on a Sunday afternoon, you can’t go down (Highway) 101,” Hill said of the need for 

traffic relief. “If we want to sustain what we have, we need to make quick improvements.” 

 

It’s important to note that the proposal, if passed by the Legislature, would need to undergo 

several more steps before the tax could take effect. There will be plenty of time for additional 

public input. Before even going to the ballot, it would require: 

 

•A two-thirds vote of the Caltrain board. 

http://www.sfchronicle.com/opinion/editorials/article/Legislators-should-vote-to-help-sustain-Caltrain-11300759.php


 

•Approval from the transit districts in San Francisco and San Mateo and Santa Clara counties. 

 

•Approval from each county’s board of supervisors. 

 

And ultimate passage would require approval of two-thirds of the voters in the three counties. 

 

SB797 cleared the Senate, and recently advanced through the Assembly Local Government 

Committee on a 6-3 vote. The only registered opposition has come from the California 

Taxpayers Association, which has argued that businesses already face a significant tax burden, 

and Hill’s bill imposes “a regressive tax on disadvantaged communities,” according to the 

legislative analysis. 

 

However, the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, representing 400 employers, has been a prime 

supporter of SB797. It recognizes the link between keeping transportation moving and the 

economy moving in this critical corridor. As for the opposition’s argument about the impact on 

disadvantaged communities, there is nothing advantageous about being stuck in traffic. 

 

The California Legislature should pass SB797 as an essential first step toward letting local voters 

who ride Caltrain or drive on Highway 101 decide whether an eighth of a cent on each $1 

purchase is a wise investment. 

 

A critical corridor 

 

How important is that corridor between downtown San Jose and downtown San Francisco? It 

contains: 

 

1.6 million jobs 

 

54 percent of all patents filed from the state 

 

20 percent of the state’s gross domestic product 

 

13 percent of the state’s sales tax revenue 
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Supervisors vent frustrations over reportedly slow, unnecessary roadwork 
Joshua Sabatini  

SF Examiner 

City agencies responsible for roadwork were in for a bumpy ride Wednesday as supervisors aired 

their frustrations over such issues as sluggish pothole repairs and allegations of wasting $40,000 

on an unnecessary bulb-out project at one intersection. 

 

http://www.sfexaminer.com/supervisors-vent-frustrations-reportedly-slow-unnecessary-roadwork/


The frustrations built up during a hearing Wednesday before the Board of Supervisors 

Government Audit and Oversight Committee over a road condition report. But the hearing 

quickly turned into litany of complaints from members of the board. 

 

The tension comes as The City is increasingly investing in repaving roads and changing 

streetscapes to make them safer for pedestrians and bicycles and more efficient for Muni, in 

addition to greater investments in sewer and water infrastructure. Complications arising from a 

private sector development boom have also added to  

such frustrations. 

 

Board President London Breed didn’t mince words about complaints she’s been receiving about 

the bulb-outs, or curb extensions, being constructed at the intersection at Page and Pierce streets. 

 

“You don’t get the complaints. I get the complaints. I get beat up every day over this. I get the 

phone calls, the text messages and all the other crap that comes with a decision that you make,” 

Breed said to city officials with the Department of Public Works, the San Francisco Public 

Utilities Commission and the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency. 

 

“There are other more important places where bulb-outs are needed, where we have real issues,” 

continued Breed, who challenged the officials to provide one traffic accident or injury there. 

“This is $40,000 in one intersection. It’s a waste of money.” 

 

The bulb-outs at Page and Pierce streets were part of a broad project to improve the roadway 

with an east-west bike route, called “The Wiggle,” but not related to public safety. Instead, it was 

an SFPUC project to catch the groundwater from flowing into the stormwater drain. 

 

Despite the explanation, Breed said, “I need us to be more strategic.” 

 

Supervisor Aaron Peskin took aim at another issue: pothole repairs. He had sent out a team of 

interns to study the effectiveness of reporting potholes to 311 and the response by Public Works 

to fill them. 

 

The results confirmed one complaint people have of 311 — sometimes complaints would be 

marked as resolved only because the complaint was forwarded to a city department to remedy 

the issue, but the actual work to address the requests had to yet to begin. 

 

Peskin also said that “only a third of the cases were resolved in a timely fashion. Some of them 

have been weeks and they have yet to be filled.” 

 

Public Works’ city engineer John Thomas said that based on performance meetings, “Upwards 

of 90 percent are responded to within 48 hours” and said he was “very concerned that you have a 

number that’s far different from that.” 

 

Peskin also complained that The City keeps digging up one area in North Beach. 

“For, I don’t know how many, the fourth or fifth time in a half-dozen years, the corner of Green 

[Street] and  



Columbus [Avenue] in North Beach is yet again torn up.” He added that the ongoing Broadway 

streetscape improvement work “is a hot mess.” 

 

Supervisor Sandra Fewer said she worried The City doesn’t have any plans to repave Geary 

Boulevard for years, and instead will only wait for the launch of Geary Bus Rapid Transit. From 

her experience, often when riding on the back of a motorcycle, the street is in a state of 

dangerous disrepair, she said. 

“Geary Boulevard is just going to fall apart before then,” Fewer said. “I don’t think we can wait 

quite frankly three years, four years for it.” 

 

The hearing comes as Mayor Ed Lee’s budget, which was approved on Tuesday by the Board of 

Supervisors, includes $90 million in roadwork investment during the next two years. That 

investment will fund the resurfacing of at least 600 blocks annually. 

 

San Francisco’s rated pavement condition index score has increased from 64 to 69 in the last six 

years and is on track to reach a 70 score by 2025. 

 

“Given this huge investment in our streets, we need to get things right, and that includes 

investing in and prioritizing coordination,” Peskin said. 

Thomas said the coordination is occurring with weekly design meetings among the agencies, bi-

weekly meetings with PG&E and a project database charting out work five years ahead. 

 

“Coordination is the key to everything that we do,” Thomas said. 

But Fewer said they need to look for ways to augment it. 

“We are seeing this added need for greater coordination,” she said. 
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Park It: Electric bikes allowed on three East Bay trails 
Ned Mackay 

East Bay Times 

Electric powered modes of transportation have been much in the news lately. In keeping with the 

trend, the East Bay Regional Park District Board of Directors has approved a one-year pilot 

program allowing electric-powered bicycles for the first time on three regional trails. 

 

The three are the Iron Horse Regional Trail, which runs between Concord and Pleasanton; the 

Contra Costa Canal Trail through Concord, Walnut Creek, Pleasant Hill and Martinez; and the 

Alameda Creek Regional Trail, which follows the creek from Niles Canyon through Fremont to 

San Francisco Bay. The pilot program will begin Aug. 1 and last through August of 2018. Some 

caveats are: 

 

Only Class 1 and 2 e-bikes will be allowed. These are bicycles with fully operational pedals and 

electric motors of less than 750 watts. 

 

There’s still a 15-mph speed limit for all bicycles, whether electric- or muscle-powered. And 

bicycle riders are supposed to call out or use a bicycle bell as a warning when passing other trail 

users. All other bicycle safety rules are still in effect. 

http://www.eastbaytimes.com/2017/07/19/park-it-electric-bikes-allowed-on-three-east-bay-trails/


 

The pilot program is only on the three trails mentioned. Electric bicycles are not allowed on 

other regional interpark trails or on hiking and bicycling trails within the regional parks. In 

general, motorized vehicles aren’t allowed on regional park trails, except of course for police, 

fire and ranger vehicles. The only exceptions are powered vehicles used by people with physical 

disabilities. 

 

The pilot program is in response to increased bike commuting in the state, including on the three 

trails that are in the pilot program. It’s also an effort to provide more access to paved regional 

trails for people who have physical limitations. And bike transit may help decrease congestion on 

local highways. 

 

“We are interested in seeing how this pilot program works out,” said Beverly Lane, president of 

the Park District board. “These trails are already well-used, so users need to remember to share 

the space, as always.” 

In 2015, Gov. Jerry Brown signed Assembly Bill 1096, which modernized electric bike 

regulations for trails in state parks and authorized local agencies to do the same for their trails. 

During the pilot program, park district staff, interns and volunteers will be out on the three trails 

to inform the public and assess the impacts. 

 

ALAMEDA: So what else is going on in the parks? Quite a bit, actually. For example, you can 

practice morning yoga by the bay from 8 to 9:30 a.m. July 23 and again on Aug. 27 at Crab Cove 

Visitor Center in Alameda. 

Under the guidance of Stacy Dulan and the Crab Cove interpretive staff, learn Vinyasa flow 

yoga, then enjoy some nature exploration. All experience levels are welcome; bring a yoga mat. 

The class may be indoors or outside, depending on the weather. 

 

If you’re a later riser, drop by Crab Cove from 12:30 to 2 p.m. July 23, visit the small nectar 

garden, watch the honeybees, eat a sweet snack and roll a beeswax candle. Naturalist Susan 

Ramos will preside. Crab Cove is at the end of McKay Avenue off Alameda’s Central Avenue. 

For information, call 510-544-3187. 

BERKELEY:Tilden Nature Area near Berkeley has a Talk With the Animals program from 11 to 

11:30 a.m. every Sunday in July and August. The idea is to learn how the animals move, find 

their food and keep safe from predators. Rabbits will be the stars of the show on July 23. The 

program is at the Little Farm, which is at the north end of Tilden’s Central Park Drive. Call 510-

544-2233. 

 

OAKLEY: Big Break Regional Shoreline in Oakley will host All Abilities Day from 9 a.m. to 3 

p.m. July 25. Visitors can travel along paved trails to visit stations to touch fur, listen to birds, 

draw wildlife, scan the Delta waters and paint the view. There will be indoor and outdoor options 

and wheelchair accessibility. Big Break is at 69 Big Break Road off Oakley’s Main Street. For 

information, call 888-327-2757, ext. 3050. 
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SF seeks funding for wheelchair accessible car-shares 
Joe Fitzgerald Rodriguez  

San Francisco Examiner 

San Francisco is seeking funding for a small fleet of wheelchair accessible car-share vehicles, the 

San Francisco Examiner has learned. 

 

On Tuesday, car-sharing in The City was approved for a major expansion by the San Francisco 

Municipal Transportation Agency Board of Directors, paving the way for up to 1,000 out of San 

Francisco’s 277,000 parking spaces to be dedicated solely to car-shares. 

 

However, car-share vehicles are not wheelchair accessible, prompting questions from at least one 

board member. 

 

Despite her concerns, Board Director Cristina Rubke, who uses a wheelchair herself, voted to 

approve the parking spaces for car-share vehicles. But outside the meeting, SFMTA senior 

analyst Andy Thornley told the Examiner that the SFMTA is working with car-share companies 

to provide wheelchair accessible vehicles, which are often expensive to obtain and operate, and 

attract fewer customers than most vehicles. 

“The MTA is exploring opportunities to find funding and partners” to offer wheelchair 

accessible vehicles, Thornley said. 

 

He noted that the SFMTA would not run the program, but after funding was obtained, would 

seek to have the small accessible fleet — perhaps as few as three vehicles — run by a company 

like GetAround or Zipcar. 

Immediately available wheelchair-accessible vehicles have been on sharp decline in San 

Francisco in recent years with the decline of the taxi industry, which operates for-hire wheelchair 

accessible vehicles. Paratransit vehicles can only be scheduled in advance. 

 

Uber and Lyft do not operate their own wheelchair accessible fleets, leaving wheelchair users in 

the lurch. Uber has experimented with offering such vehicles in the past, though they were not 

widely available, as the Examiner has previously reported. 

 

“We desperately need more transportation options in The City,” said Jessica Lehman, executive 

director of Senior & Disability Action. “It worked well when City Carshare had the vans.” 

 

San Francisco had, for a short time, three wheelchair-accessible vehicles through the nonprofit 

City CarShare. 

But in late 2016, car-share company GetAround absorbed City CarShare’s fleet. In the process, 

City CarShare lost its three wheelchair-accessible vans, which were paid for by grant funding, 

according to Getaround. 

“That grant came to an end,” said Carissa Bilinski, general manager at Getaround. 

 

When asked if they would purchase cars for the fleets they manage, Bilinski said Getaround does 

not operate its own fleets, adding, “We’re a technology platform, if you will.” 

The same rationale has been used by Uber and Lyft in the past, when news outlets have asked 

why they do not provide wheelchair accessible vehicles. 

http://www.sfexaminer.com/sf-seeks-funding-wheelchair-accessible-car-shares/
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From: Board Secretary  

Sent: Friday, July 21, 2017 12:44 PM 

To: VTA Board of Directors 

Subject: VTA Correspondence: Comments and Petitions Regarding Express Route 181 

 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

We are forwarding you the following:  

 

From Topic 

Members of the Public Comments and petitions regarding Express Route 181  

 

Thank you. 

 

Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 N. First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 

408.321.5680 

board.secretary@vta.org 

 

 

mailto:board.secretary@vta.org


From: Cranford, Sandra 
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2017 12:25 PM 
To: Board Secretary 
Cc: Garza, Michelle 
Subject: Fw: Green Trip Challenge 

 

Dear VTA Board Secretary, 
Forwarding to you an email that City of San Jose City Manager Norberto Duenas received from a City of San Jose 
employee with a petition attached regarding the termination of express routes from Fremont. 
Thank you for passing this along to the Board, 
Sandra Cranford 
 
Sandra Cranford 
Executive Assistant to the City Manager 
City of San Jose 

 
From: Patel, Varsha 
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2017 7:41 AM 
To: Duenas, Norberto 
Subject: Green Trip Challenge  
  
Good morning,  
 
With regard to the Green Trip Challenge, I did respond to your prior email and am unsure if it went to a some general 
mail box or into "ether"! 
 
My request to you is that since so very many of us employees are actually using alternative means of transportation, 
how do you feel about supporting our efforts by engaging in conversations with VTA regarding the upcoming 
termination of the Express routes from Fremont? BART will be available to use, but not necessarily an economic 
option...for me, there is no convenient access to BART, and it will cost me more in money than to just drive to work 
instead. Since there are very many employees that take this particular bus route to work, and the City does purchase 
the ECOPASS from VTA, how about engaging in some discussion to convince VTA to retain service of that route? 
 
Thanking you, 
 
-Varsha 
 



Petition to VTA 

We the riders of Express route 181 hereby formally request VTA to revisit their decision to terminate servicing this 

· particular route. Very many of us will be left stranded with one alternative option- to drive to and from San Jose should 
this route be terminated. Keep in mind, many of the riders use this route to connect to other buses/light rail to get them 
to their destination. Many signatures below support this public transportation option request. 

Name Signature email I phone# 
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Petition to VTA 

\ 

We the riders of Express route 181 hereby formally request VTA to revisit their decision to 

terminate servicing this particular route. Very many of us will be left stranded with one 

alternative option- to drive to and from San Jose shoud this route be terminated. Keep in mind, 

many of the riders use this route to connect to other buses/light rail to get them to their 

destination. 

Name Signature email I phone# 
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Petition to VTA 

We the riders of Express route 181 hereby formally request VTA to revisit their decision to terminate servicing this 

particular route. Very many of us will be left stranded with one alternative option- to drive to and from San Jose should 

this route be terminated. l<eep in mind, many of the riders use this route to connect to other buses/light rail to get them 

to their destination. Many signatures below support this public transportation option request. 

Name Signature email I phone# 
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Petition to VTA 

We the riders of Express route 181 hereby formally request VTA to revisit their decision to terminate servicing this 
particular route. Very many of us will be left stranded with one alternative option- to drive to and from San Jose should 

this route be terminated. Keep in mind, many of the riders use this route to connect to other buses/light rail to get them 
to their destination. Many signatures below support this public transportation option request. 

Name Signature email I phone# 



Petition to VTA 

We the riders of Express route 181 hereby formally request VTA to revisit their decision to terminate servicing this 

particular route. Very many of us will be left stranded with one alternative option- to drive to and from San Jose should 

this route be terminated. Keep in mind, many of the riders use this route to connect to other buses/light rail to get them 

to their destination. Many signatures below support this public transportation option request. 

Name Signatm:e.. email I phone# 
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From: Board Secretary  
Sent: Friday, July 21, 2017 5:06 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: July 21, 2017 Media Clips 
 

 

VTA Daily News Coverage for Friday, July 21 

1. Lyft opens Palo Alto division to develop self-driving cars SF Gate 

2. Roadshow: Why toll booths charge for going westbound, but not eastbound San Jose 

Mercury News 

3. Editorial: BART should level with riders about crime on trains East Bay Times 

4. Muni subway to be closed for railcar tests SF Gate  

5. The Dilemma When Uber or Lyft Outcompetes Public Transit Bloomberg 

 

Lyft opens Palo Alto division to develop self-driving cars 
Carolyn Said  

SF Gate 

Lyft is accelerating its push into robot taxis, opening a new Palo Alto division where hundreds of 

engineers will work on autonomous technology. 

“We’ll build an entire stack of self-driving technology,” Raj Kapoor, Lyft chief strategy officer, 

said at a media event Thursday at the company’s San Francisco headquarters. “We want it to be 

open to share with the industry. ... There’s a unique opportunity in time for a company like Lyft 

to take a leadership role ... and get people together working on this problem, rather than isolated 

technology development as has been happening so far.” 

Lyft has no plans to manufacture its own robot cars. Instead, it wants “to create a self-driving 

system we can partner with the auto industry to bring to life,” Kapoor said. Those efforts will be 

fueled by data collected from its vast network of ride-hailed vehicles. 

 

“Very, very key is the scale we have: 1.2 billion network miles” a year, said Luc Vincent, vice 

president of engineering. Lyft can use data from its cars to make high-resolution 3-D maps, a 

critical technology for self-driving cars to navigate, for instance. 

 

Lyft says problems at the competition won't change their way of doing things. 

Media: Fortune 

Vincent, who joined Lyft early this year, previously spent 12 years at Google, where he led 

development of  

http://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Lyft-opens-Palo-Alto-division-to-develop-11304273.php


 

Lyft’s new Palo Alto facility will open next month, and the company expects to have several 

hundred engineers there for self-driving cars by the end of 2018. It will be called Level 5 

Engineering Division, after the designation for cars that can drive themselves in all 

circumstances. (No cars on the market today have achieved this level. 

 

Dozens of companies — automakers, Silicon Valley stalwarts and well-funded startups — are 

already hard at work on developing self-driving cars, which most experts expect to be a reality in 

the near future. 

 

“Some may ask: Aren’t you late to the game? People have been working on this for years,” 

Vincent acknowledged. But he said the technology has evolved so quickly, with such 

innovations as deep learning — a form of artificial intelligence that can respond to evolving 

situations — that it’s easier to get started now. 

 

“When you take a partner-centric approach, using lots of off-the-shelf equipment, lots of 

building blocks of software, the effort is significantly more cost-effective than a few years ago,” 

Kapoor said. 

 

Lyft has already said that it will open its ride-hailing network so self-driving companies can put 

their robot cars into service on it in the future to pick up passengers. It’s announced four such 

partnerships: General Motors, which is a major investor in Lyft; Waymo, the self-driving 

division of Google parent Alphabet; British carmaker Jaguar Land Rover; and self-driving 

startup NuTonomy of Cambridge, Mass. Lyft executives plan to test NuTonomy’s self-driving 

cars as Lyft ride-hailed vehicles in Boston this year. NuTonomy has been testing its cars with 

passengers in Singapore since last fall. 

 

Former Uber CEO Travis Kalanick famously infuriated drivers by saying the company would 

save money once it no longer had to pay the “dude” in the driver’s seat. 

 

By contrast, Lyft has taken pains to say that its human drivers aren’t going away. It visualizes a 

hybrid network of human-driven and self-driving cars, with the system selecting whichever is 

best for a passenger’s requested route. 
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Roadshow: Why toll booths charge for going westbound, but not eastbound 
Gary Richards 

San Jose Mercury News 

Q: Last Friday, the question was asked about how the toll vs. free direction on Bay Area bridges 

was determined. You wrote about the year the switch was made to one-direction tolls westbound 

only, but no explanation of how they chose which directions on each bridge. 

Allen Palmer, Scott J. and others 

A: Here you go. On the Bay Bridge, there was room for a very wide toll plaza only on the east 

end, meaning tolls would be charged only in the westbound direction for those heading into San 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/21/roadshow-why-toll-booths-charge-for-going-westbound-but-not-eastbound/


Francisco. To be consistent, the decision was made that tolls on the Dumbarton and San Mateo 

bridges should also be collected westbound only. 

 

Q: A joke goes that San Francisco is the only city in the world with a “cover charge” — you pay 

to drive in, but it’s free to leave. 

Bay Area driver 

A: That cover charge could jump if a $3 toll increase is approved by Bay Area voters next year. 

Tolls on six of the state-owned bridges are now $5. Tolls on the Bay Bridge vary from $4 to $6 

depending on time of day. 

 

 

Q: I’ve spotted some big cranes near Highway 152 over the Pacheco Pass. Could they be for 

widening 152? 

 

Fred Estrada, Fremont 

A: No. The California High-Speed Rail Authority is performing geotechnical work along 152. 

Drilling crews are taking soil and rock samples from several locations near the highway to 

determine the exact conditions of the ground, hundreds of feet below the surface, where roughly 

13 miles of future high-speed rail tunnels are proposed. 

 

Q: Why does summer traffic seem not even a bit lighter this year? 

 

Grumble 

A: Traffic counts take a few weeks to gauge. Anyone else agree with Mr. Grumble? 

 

Q: There are a number of tire-destroying potholes on Interstate 880 in Fremont near the truck 

scales. Is there any plan to repair them or should I plan to continue replacing tires and doing 

alignments? … There are two major dips near the Dumbarton Bridge toll plaza. Any fix coming? 

 

Gribble (Grumpy’s brother?) and others 

A: Fixes are coming. Next time go to https://csr.dot.ca.gov/ and submit a maintenance request. 

 

Q: Is there any explanation as to why it takes two Valley Transportation Authority employees to 

power-wash the light-rail stations? One to actually do the work, and the other to hold the hose. 

Doug Claar, San Jose 

A: It’s VTA policy to have a second person serve as the lookout for job site and pedestrian safety 

while the other does the washing. 
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Editorial: BART should level with riders about crime on trains 
East Bay Times 

BART officials’ arrogance continues to amaze. 

 

https://csr.dot.ca.gov/
http://www.eastbaytimes.com/2017/07/19/editorial-bart-should-tell-riders-about-crime-on-trains/


In recent years, they’ve tried to hide the true cost of labor contracts, and how money from a 

property tax increase would be spent. This year, they buried information about transit system 

crimes. 

 

And then they tried to blame the media, which, according to a disturbing memo from Assistant 

General Manager Kerry Hamill, is only out for its own self-interest. It’s the sort of press-bashing 

we’d expect from the Trump administration, not a transit district dominated by politically 

progressive directors. 

 

To make matters worse, Hamill claims that releasing information about crimes only serves to stir 

up racial prejudices. While we share a concern about deplorable latent bigotry that too often 

surfaces, that’s not justification for shutting down the flow of information about crime on BART. 

 

It seems BART managers’ real agenda is to control information, to put a positive spin on a very 

troubled rail system and downplay rising crime on trains and in stations. The transit district’s 

penchant for secrecy must end. 

Public concern was understandably heightened in April when as many as 60 youths jumped the 

fare gates at the Coliseum station, then robbed seven people and beat two others on a Dublin-

bound train. 

 

Then, in June at the same station, a teenager in a group of about a dozen youths snatched a 

woman’s phone and ran off the train. A Good Samaritan suffered minor injuries retrieving the 

phone and police quickly detained the group. 

 

This month, a man was kicked several times and robbed at UC Berkeley after a teenagers 

followed him from the downtown BART station. 

 

In all three cases, BART officials never issued press releases about the incidents. They claimed 

they weren’t serious enough. 

 

Meanwhile, the district’s new police chief, Carlos Rojas, eliminated the crime recaps distributed 

to the press and public. Instead, the district switched to using a clunky crime-mapping web site 

that locates incidents but provides no detail about what occurred. 

 

To his credit, after hearing public, media and board protests, he backtracked and just started 

releasing the crime recaps again. But not before Hamill gave us a sense of how top BART 

administrators are thinking. 

 

In her memo to the board about the second incident, she claimed there would have been “no 

benefit to riders, criminal procedure, BART police investigations, or the District generally” in 

issuing a press release. 

 

Doing so, she said, “would paint an inaccurate picture of the BART system as crime-ridden 

when incidents of crime … are fewer than in surrounding communities.” 

 



That’s a false comparison, and misses the point. The three incidents raise legitimate concerns and 

fears. Riders deserve to know so they can take appropriate precautions — and make educated 

decisions about if, where and when they want to ride BART. 

 

BART shouldn’t try to make that decision for them. 
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Muni subway to be closed for railcar tests 
Michael Cabanatuan  

SF Gate 

During the closures, Muni will use buses to run between stations on the subway portions of 

Metro lines, although those typically take longer and travel more circuitous routes. 

 

Metro riders in the Powell Street station Thursday said the shutdowns would be inconvenient but 

worth the hassle. 

“I guess I’ll find other ways of getting home if I’m staying out late,” said Matt Long, 31, a 

software developer who rides Metro three or four days a week. “Midnight already seems early, 9 

p.m. is a lot worse. But it’s fair. I get it.” 

 

Carl Folk, who’s 58 and self-employed, said the shutdowns and bus shuttles would make it a 

little tougher to get around. “But if they’re going to replace the cars, we can deal with it.” 

 

The first of 265 new railcars arrived in January and Muni has been testing them in its yards and 

on the street-level sections of the Metro lines, where operators control the trains. John Haley, the 

Municipal Transportation Agency’s transportation director, said the tests have turned up many 

problems but they’ve been fixed. None is major or expected to cause delays, he said. 

 

Workers have had to adjust the heights of some boarding platforms and move some cables to 

accommodate the new cars, which are being manufactured by Siemens in Sacramento, and the 

workers have replaced the headlights with brighter ones. 

 

The biggest challenge has been getting the 14 different systems on the new trains — from air 

conditioning to Clipper readers to the public-address announcement and message displays — to 

work together. 

 

Trains in the subway are computer controlled, so tests in the tunnel will focus on fine-tuning the 

control system to work efficiently with both the new Siemens cars and existing Breda cars 

operating in the subway at the same time. The control system governs the propulsion and braking 

systems, when the doors open and close and where and when trains stop. 

 

Shutting the subway will allow Muni to complete the tests more quickly than if it performed 

them during the two hours or so available each night, Haley said. 

 

The tests are required before the state Public Utilities Commission will certify the cars to carry 

passengers. Muni hopes to conclude testing by Aug. 20 and give the results to the PUC, which 

http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Muni-subway-to-be-closed-for-rail-car-tests-11303820.php


could take a month or more for approval. Then Muni will spend a week or so “burning in” the 

cars by running them for 1,000 miles, Haley said, as a final test. 

 

Muni eventually will replace all of its existing 149 Breda cars and expand its fleet to handle 

expected growth in population and ridership. By the end of 2018, 24 new cars will have been 

delivered, with four more arriving in time for the Warriors’ fledgling arena opening scheduled 

for 2019. 

 

The rest of the cars are scheduled to be delivered starting in 2021and continue to arrive gradually 

through 2028. MTA officials are talking with the Federal Transit Administration about possibly 

speeding up that process. 

The first three cars pressed into service, said Haley, will be placed on the crowded and delay-

ridden N-Judah line, where he expects them to have a quick impact. 

 

“We expect leaps and bounds improvements with reliability,” he said. “Service will improve 

immediately.” 

The cars, which are gray and white and wrapped with a big red stripe, will feature more 

dependable doors, more efficient braking, a more spacious interior and more stanchions and 

handholds to grab, he said. People who’ve seen them in testing on the streets, Haley added, are 

excited about the new cars and often have to be prevented from boarding. 

 

“If that’s any indication,” he said, “people will be thrilled with the new trains.” 
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The Dilemma When Uber or Lyft Outcompetes Public Transit 
Conor Sen 

Bloomberg 

The brief history of tech-enabled ridesharing is not really a story about transportation, but a story 

of clashes with regulators. Uber and Lyft versus cities and courts. 

 

Municipalities have tried to ban ridesharing companies, but have mostly given up. Courts have 

disagreed on whether the companies' drivers should count as contractors or employees. More 

fights are ahead. 

 

Ridesharing's growth was first seen as cannibalizing demand for taxis or rental cars, but the next 

strategy for growth appears to be competing directly with public transit. Consider Lyft Shuttle, 

which started last month. It offers fixed-route, fixed-price pooled service -- just like a bus. It's 

tailored toward urban professionals who commute to job centers. (Service is available only in 

San Francisco and Chicago right now.) 

 

If these companies can profitably poach the ridership of high-demand transit routes, they will. 

Which then raises important questions: If ridesharing firms can operate more effectively and 

efficiently than public transit agencies, should the government get out of the transit business and 

let private companies provide better service at a lower price? Or should government subsidize or 

outsource, rather than operating its own transit services? Or should government adopt the 

https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2017-07-20/the-dilemma-when-uber-or-lyft-outcompetes-public-transit


companies' best ideas -- perhaps new or different routes with different types of vehicles -- and 

then ban the private sector from offering competing services? 

 

If governments do none of the above, then lost ridership and revenue would further strain the 

budgets of public transit agencies. This would aggravate the social equity concerns inherent in an 

emerging two-tiered transit system. 

 

Private-sector competition to public services raises these sorts of concerns because the 

companies' agenda is simpler: to make money. Public services strive toward solvency, but also 

seek to meet public policy needs, like providing transit access for poor neighborhoods. 

 

Consider an example from outside the transportation world: What if a Silicon Valley firm created 

a service to compete with U.S. Postal Service's first-class mail? At the moment it costs 49 cents 

for a stamp that allows the sender to mail a letter anywhere in the U.S. But presumably it doesn't 

actually cost 49 cents to get a letter from New York City to Philadelphia. The post office 

overcharges for mail along those shortest, busiest routes, to subsidize the far higher expense of 

conveying a letter from, say, rural Alaska to rural Puerto Rico. When it comes to mail, dense 

urban areas subsidize rural ones. 

 

If a startup decided to replicate the service but only in dense urban areas, and at a lower price, it 

might initially be seen as an innovative new growth company. But as the company got bigger 

and bigger it would cut into the revenue of the USPS, destroying its ability to overcharge urban 

areas in order to undercharge rural areas. Perhaps USPS service in rural areas would become 

more expensive or less reliable. Either would draw the attention of rural politicians concerned 

that their constituents were being excluded from the service. 

 

Perhaps to avoid regulation, the company would then offer rural service but at a much higher 

price to offset the higher operational costs. It would be sound business logic, but it would not 

address the politicians' concern. The other option would be for the company to raise its rates in 

urban areas, so it could charge the same rates in rural areas. Suddenly its prices would look very 

much like those charged by the USPS in the first place. 

 

These are the dilemmas that await ridesharing companies and governments. What will be the 

impact on transit agencies as ridesharing firms, and in the future firms that operate fleets of 

autonomous vehicles, offer competing services? What will the societal and political response be 

if these services are mostly offered in wealthy, dense communities at the exclusion of poorer 

and/or rural ones? 

 

One possibility is that government will mandate minimum levels of service in all communities 

where ridesharing firms are allowed to operate. Maybe in exchange for agreeing to such an 

arrangement, large incumbent companies would be offered licenses denied to other companies. 

We'll have traded the taxi medallion system for a new entrenched regulatory regime. 

 

To date, ridesharing regulation has been about tearing down old laws to make way for disrupters. 

The next battles may end in a more familiar standoff, by creating a new highly regulated regime. 
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